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JULY 1, 2015 – SEPTEMBER 30, 2015

This report of programs and program segments addressing issues of importance and concern in the
NewsChannel 5 viewing area includes the following:

 NEWSCHANNEL 5 NEWS – WTVF produces daily newscasts providing local information of
interest to viewers in the Nashville designated market area.  The station produces 36 hours of
local news each week, not including breaking news, special reports, and severe weather
coverage. In-depth reports on subjects such as Crime, Health, Government and Politics,
Education and Consumer News are routinely included in the news.  WTVF also presents
newscast features that heighten viewer awareness of problems and concerns including segments
such on crime, education and health. Regularly scheduled newscasts air Monday through Friday,
4:00 to 7:00 AM, 4:00 PM, 5:00 PM, 6:00 to 7:00 PM, and 10:00 PM; and on weekends starting at
5:00 AM, in the early evening, and at 10:00 PM. Also, on a continuing but irregular basis, WTVF
may telecast local specials, either produced by WTVF, CBS or syndicated, in all dayparts,
addressing subjects of special importance.

 NEWSCHANNEL 5 REPORTS - WTVF regularly produces major series of one or more parts
scheduled in the 6 PM REPORT and 10 PM REPORT.  These special features provide in-depth
reporting on subjects of importance to the WTVF viewing audience and may focus on such topics
as government and politics, crime, consumer news, public health, and other issues of local
interest. (See Attachment A.)

 CBS PROGRAMS - WTVF regularly telecasts 60 MINUTES, 48 HOURS, and FACE THE
NATION, and from time to time, CBS specials.  These specials take the form of Public Affairs
programs or news specials. (See Attachment B.)

 TALK OF THE TOWN - A 30-minute Monday through Friday program telecast 11:00-11:30 AM.
On a regular basis, the program addresses issues of importance and concern in the WTVF
viewing area. The co-hosts are Meryll Rose and Lelan Statom. (See Attachment C.)

 PUBLIC SERVICE ANNOUNCEMENTS - WTVF schedules public service announcements for a
myriad of community agencies and organizations.  Attached is a list of PSA's that aired July 1,
2015, through September 30, 2015. (See Attachment D)

 NEWSCHANNEL 5+ PROGRAMMING – WTVF produces and programs a second channel,
NewsChannel 5+ which is distributed via cable and over the air on 5.2 to approximately 650,000
households. NewsChannel 5+ provides 24 hours of news and information programming with
primarily a local focus. Programming includes shows for niche audiences, including African
Americans, Hispanics, Gays and Lesbians, business, politics, schools, local politics/government,
call-in programs to discuss significant local issues in-depth, and rebroadcasts of WTVF
programming.  NewsChannel 5+ also carries local specials, including government prayer
breakfasts, local court proceedings, election coverage, and other events of local interest.  Local
government officials , law enforcement leaders, and the director of schools are regular guests.
This regular interaction with community leaders helps WTVF stay abreast and ascertain those
issues of concern to viewers in the Nashville area. (See Attachment E).
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3rd QUARTER 2015 ISSUES REPORT

NEWSCHANNEL 5 REPORTS
ATTACHMENT A

GOVERNMENT/POLITICS
DATE/TIME PROGRAM/DURATION SUMMARY/PARTICIPANTS
7/1/15 WTVF Special (71 minutes) PRESIDENT OBAMA VISIT TO NASHVILLE: NewsChannel 5 provided live coverage of
President Barack Obama’s visit to Nashville. President Obama spoke before a group at Taylor Stratton Elementary School in the Madison area of
Nashville. The main topic of Mr. Obama’s speech was healthcare reform. The audience for the speech was primarily made up of residents who wrote to
the President about the Affordable Care Act. This was the President’s third visit to the city in the past 18 months. NewsChannel 5 also provided coverage
of the arrival of Air Force One as well as the departure later in the afternoon. NewsChannel 5 had three crews devoted to the coverage of the visit.

7/9/15 6 PM News (1:58)                            STATE REPRESENTATIVE BATTLES EPA - A state lawmaker under investigation by the
US Environmental Protection Agency is now urging the state to sue the EPA. Representative Andy Holt faces possible fines for pollution from his hog
farm, but he is among sixty state lawmakers asking the attorney general to challenge the agency. Investigative reporter Ben Hall talked to Holt about his
environmental problems. In a statement this week Holt said the EPA is terrorizing businesses. Holt's tough talk and desire for the state to sue -- follow
questions about serious environmental violations on his hog farm. Other participants included Beth Alexander, - Attorney Southern Environmental Law
Center.

7/15/15 6 PM News (2:46) UNION ASKS COUNCIL TO DEFER TIF VOTE: Nashville could soon be setting aside more
money for developers.  Metro's Development agency wants the council to declare three more sections of the city blighted which allows them to hand out
more tax incentives. Investigative reporter Ben Hall says one group believes this is all moving too fast and involves more than 100 million dollars of
taxpayer money. The Service Employees Union has sent this letter to every council member urging them slow down. Participants included Joe Cain,
MDHA Urban Development Director, Doug Collier, Service Employees Union, Danny Hale, Fraternal Order of Police and Rich Riebeling, Metro Finance
Director

7/23/15 6 PM News (2:02) CASEY MORELAND EXCLUSIVE: - Newschannel 5 reporter Nick Beres had the first
interview with embattled judge Casey Moreland since David Chase was cleared in the domestic violence matter. Moreland had been criticized for how
he handled the case. It turns out the woman lied and he was right all along.

7/24/15 INSIDE POLITICS Inside Politics is hosted by veteran political reporter Pat Nolan who sits down with the big
6:30-7 PM (30 minutes) big newsmakers to get the inside scoop on the decisions that affect us all. Pat’s guest was
outgoing Nashville Mayor Karl Dean. He discussed the upcoming election to choose his successor and the challenges the new Mayor will face. He also
spoke about the legacy he leaves and commented on Nashville search for a new superintendent for Nashville Metro public schools.



GOVERNMENT/POLITICS (continued)
DATE/TIME PROGRAM/DURATION SUMMARY/PARTICIPANTS

8/6/15 ELECTION COVERAGE (3 hours) PRIMARY ELECTION COVERAGE: NewsChannel 5 provided in-depth coverage all
(7-10 PM) day long on a local Election Day for Metro Davidson County. An unprecedented seven candidates were vying to become
Nashville’s new mayor – the top two vote-getters will square off in a special election on September 10th. The city also had nearly 40 council seats up for
grabs as well as three ballot amendments. Starting with the morning newscasts and throughout the afternoon, we had reporters at several polling places.
In primetime, we provided three full hours of coverage with the  most up-to-the-minute results on NewsChannel 5 Plus from 7-10 PM – the 7:30-8 PM
portion was also simulcast on WTVF. Our coverage was anchored by Rhori Johnston and long-term political analyst Pat Nolan. We had reporters live at
three of the mayoral candidates headquarters and were able to carry the “acceptance” speeches of the two top vote-getters. We also ran election return
graphics on WTVF over CBS prime programs. Then, during the 10 PM newscast, we wrapped it all up with the final vote totals.

8/24/15 NASHVILL MAYORAL DEBATE Nashville mayoral candidates Megan Barry and David Fox squared off in this debate held
7:00-8:00 PM (60 Minutes) at Vanderbilt University Blair School of Music. WTVF's Rhori Johnston moderated while
WTVF's Vicki Yates fielded questions from the audience. WTVF, Vanderbilt University and the League of Women Voters sponsored the debate.

9/10/15 ELECTION COVERAGE (142 minutes) RUNOFF ELECTION COVERAGE: NewsChannel 5 provided in-depth coverage all
(7-9:22 PM) day long on a local Election Day for Metro Davidson County. Nashville went to the polls to choose their new Mayor along with
several new at-large Metro Council members. Starting with the morning newscasts and throughout the afternoon, we had reporters at several polling
places. In primetime, we provided over 2 hours of coverage with the  most up-to-the-minute results on NewsChannel 5 Plus from 7-9:22 PM – the 7:30-8
PM portion was also simulcast on WTVF. Our coverage was anchored by Rhori Johnston and long-term political analyst Pat Nolan. We had reporters live
at both mayoral candidates headquarters and were able to carry the acceptance speech of mayor-elect Megan Barry and the concession speech of
challenger David Fox. We also ran election return graphics on WTVF over CBS prime programs. Then, during the 10 PM newscast, we wrapped it all up
with the final vote totals.

9/11/15 INSIDE POLITICS Inside Politics is hosted by veteran political reporter Pat Nolan who sits down with the big
6:30-7 PM (30 minutes) big newsmakers to get the inside scoop on the decisions that affect us all. Pat’s guest was
the newly-elected Mayor of Nashville Megan Barry. Barry won the position the night before so this was her first in-depth interview. Barry made history
becoming the first female mayor of the city. She talked about the campaign which got very negative at times and about who she may hire to fill out her
cabinet. Barry also talked about her vision for public education.

CRIME/LAW ENFORCEMENT/PRISONS
DATE/TIME PROGRAM/DURATION SUMMARY/PARTICIPANTS
7/3/15-9/25/15 6:30 PM News (Various) Every Friday night we have a crime story from NewsChannel 5 Reporter Mark
Bellinger.  These segments address current issues or trends regarding crime in our area.  These segments educate the public on how to avoid becoming
a victim and make viewers aware of how to fight crime. These segments often feature current unsolved crimes and solicit help from viewers in solving
them.



CRIME/LAW ENFORCEMENT/PRISONS (continued)
DATE/TIME PROGRAM/DURATION SUMMARY/PARTICIPANTS
7/13/15- 7/14/15 6 PM News (5:29 total)) JEREMY SMITH EXCLUSIVE PARTS ONE AND TWO: WTVF reporter Nick Beres had an
exclusive two-part interview with Jeremy Smith, the father of Lindsey Lowe's murdered twin infants. This is the first time he has spoken publicly since the
high profile trial sent Lowe to prison for life.

7/16/15 6 PM News (5:59) SOME METRO POLICE DISCIPLINARY ACTIONS GOING UNREPORTED – WTVF
reporter Jennifer Kraus exposed how the Metro Police Department allowed more than three dozen officers to leave in "good standing" despite facing
serious disciplinary charges. These cases were not reported, as required, to the Tennessee POST Commission. Participants included Chief Steve
Anderson, Metro Police and Brian Grisham, /Executive Secretary, Tennessee Peace Officer Standards & Training (POST) Commission.

7/17/15 6 PM News (3:38) STATE REGULATORS OPEN A REVIEW OF METRO POLICE REPORTING - One day
after WTVF reporter Jennifer Kraus revealed that Metro Police failed to report dozens of disciplined officers to the state Post Commission, the board
decided to take a close look at 80 files that Chief Steve Anderson had sent over the day before. These files contained information on officers who had
been disciplined and suspended from their jobs. Participants included Chief Steve Anderson, Metro Police and Brian Grisham, /Executive
Secretary, Tennessee Peace Officer Standards & Training (POST) Commission.

7/20/15 4 PM News (1:50) FLAKKA – WTVF reporter Nick Beres profiled Flakka, a new illegal drug making its way to
Tennessee. The drug makes users do very strange things. We had video showing some of the antics.

7/27/15 10 PM News (4:16) JUSTICE FOR JEFFRY – NewsChannel 5 chief investigator Phil Williams has been following
the case involving the death of a little Maury County boy almost 15 years ago. In the latest developments, authorities have reopened the investigation.
The district attorney is preparing to ask to exhume the child's body.

8/5/15 WTVF Special Report (190 minutes) CARMIKE SHOOTING: On the afternoon of August 5th, Vincente Montano walked into a
local Carmike movie theater, attacking moviegoers with pepper spray and an ax. He also had a pistol and what was later found to be a fake bomb. Police
officers and SWAT team members killed Montano as he attempted to flee the scene. NewsChannel 5 provided over 3 hours of live coverage to the event
which made national headlines since it was the second incident in a movie theater in less than two weeks. Our coverage included press conferences with
officials at the scene. NewsChannel 5 had seven reporters dedicated to the story as well as live helicopter coverage of the incident from above.

HEALTH
DATE/TIME PROGRAM/DURATION SUMMARY/PARTICIPANTS

7/1/15- 9/30/15 4 PM & 6:30 PM News (2:00) MEDICAL NEWS - Each weekday a segment on the latest medical News airs in the 4 PM
and 6:30 PM Newscasts. These segments address current issues, including the latest medical technology and breakthroughs.  These segments feature
both local reporters and various national health experts.



HEALTH (continued)
DATE/TIME PROGRAM/DURATION SUMMARY/PARTICIPANTS
7/24/15 6 PM News (3:47) MUSIC THERAPY – WTVF’s Chris Conte reported this story about a new kind of therapy
being used at Vanderbilt Children's Hospital to help premature babies learn how to breast feed and use a bottle by recording their mother's voice
singing a lullaby that they hear while sucking on a pacifier hooked up a to a small speaker. Participants included therapist Ellyn Hamm and parents Kit
and Gordon Parker.

8/29/15 ALEX SCOTT: A STAND In 2000, four-year-old Alexandra “Alex” Scott, bravely battling neuroblastoma, came up with the
12:30-1 PM FOR HOPE 2015 (30 minutes)        idea to host a lemonade stand in order to help all kids with cancer. In the 15 years since then,
her simple idea has had tremendous impact. The charity that carries her name and is her legacy -- Alex's Lemonade Stand Foundation (ALSF) -- funds
pediatric cancer research across the country, helps families in need of assistance for their children stricken with cancer, and has inspired thousands of
volunteers to follow Alex’s example and host their own lemonade stands. This special celebrates this young girl’s remarkable life and her lasting
achievements.

CONSUMER
DATE/TIME PROGRAM/DURATION SUMMARY/PARTICIPANTS
7/1/15-9/30/15 5 PM News (2:30 average) CONSUMER NEWS – During the 5 PM Newscast, we air a Consumer Reports story alerting
viewers to the latest local and national consumer information on scams, recalls and product testing.

7/1/15 10 PM News (4:12) NEW STATE LAW TAKES EFFECT FOR CLOTHING RECYCLING BINS – Consumer
reporter Jennifer Kraus examined the new law which took effect July 1st regulating recycling bins for clothing and small household items. Jennifer
interviewed State Representative Brenda Gilmore who pushed the bill through the legislature about why she felt it was needed. Other participants
included Brent Culberson, Director Tennessee Charitable Solicitations Division and Shannon Taylor, spokesperson for Thrift Smart

7/2/15 10 PM News (4:32) WHO'S PROFITTING FROM CLOTHING RECYCLING BINS? - In a follow-up to her piece
the night before, consumer reporter Jennifer Kraus looks at how much (or little) charities really get from donations made to clothing recycling bins.
Participants included Sheila Moore, CEO, The ARC of Davidson County, Alan Bolick, Tennessee Special Olympics and Tom Brostowin, General
Manager, J&I Advisory.

7/6/15 10 PM News (4:12) TITANS INSIDER -- A former Titans insider is blowing the whistle on what he says were the
team's questionable ticket practices. This former employee claimed team officials were so desperate to sell out games that they gave some fans deals
that weren't offered to longtime season-ticket holders.  Chief investigative reporter Phil Williams had the exclusive interview.

7/9/15 6 PM News (3:56) GAS PIPELINE DANGERS –A local energy company made some shocking predictions
including a half mile wide explosion -- with deaths nearby. That's what they told the state could happen if a natural gas line ruptured in Northern Davidson
County. This revelation was found in a document just obtained by NewsChannel 5. Investigative reporter Ben Hall found the company is now trying to
distance itself from those words. This comes as Tennessee Gas Pipeline wants to build a massive compressor station in the Joelton area. Participants
included Tanya Dennis, pipeline on her property, Ken Jakes, pipeline opponent.



CONSUMER (continued)
DATE/TIME PROGRAM/DURATION SUMMARY/PARTICIPANTS
7/20/15 6 PM News (3:29) STATE UNPREPARED FOR PARKS’ POPULARITY – Cummins Falls has quickly become
one of Tennessee's most popular state parks. The three-year old park is located north of Cookeville. NewsChannel 5 investigative reporter Ben Hall
examined the large number of injuries at the park. He also talked to emergency crews who say they're overwhelmed – they have been called out to the
park nearly 100 times since it opened. Each call forces them to deal with rough terrain and tricky rescues. Participants included Keith Bean, Jackson
County Emergency Management, Ray Cutcher, Park Ranger Cummins Falls and Francois Moolman, park visitor

7/21/15 6 PM News (2:19) ARREST MADE IN COSMETOLOGY LICENSE SCHEME - The key figure in a recent
NewsChannel 5 investigation was arrested and charged with theft, stemming from accusations that he sold fraudulent cosmetology licenses to
unsuspecting immigrants. Consumer reporter Jennifer Kraus first broke the story.

7/22/15 6 PM News (3:57) RECYCLING COMPANY FACES STATE FINES – Consumer investigator reporter Jennifer
Kraus reported that state regulators say one of the recycling bin operators has refused to turn over financial records that are required by the new law and
is now it's facing fines. Participants included Sheila Moore, CEO, The ARC of Davidson County and Tre Hargett, Tennessee Secretary of State

EDUCATION
DATE/TIME PROGRAM/DURATION SUMMARY/PARTICIPANTS

7/1/14-9/30/14 6:30 PM News (2:30) SCHOOL PATROL - “School Patrol” story airs every Wednesday during the 6:30 PM
News. The stories look at everything from education issues to student activities and awards for special teachers.  Anchor Vicki Yates does the “School
Patrol” stories.

7/19/15 AMERICAN ED REPORT Are you a parent, a student or a grandparent?  These shows will answer questions you have on o
2-3 PM (60 minutes) how to maximize children’s educational experiences.  From K-12 and on to higher education, the
show will help viewers decide what role tech should play in education, how to select and finance a college, how to avoid summer brain drain and what
extracurricular activities are most valued by universities.  The special shared inspiring stories as entertainment and sports celebrities return to their high
schools and reunite with that special teacher who drove them to achieve. Hosted by veteran CBS and ABC News journalist, Jack Ford, American Ed TV will
be a great resource for parent with kids of all ages.



DIVERSITY
DATE/TIME PROGRAM/DURATION SUMMARY/PARTICIPANTS
7/12/15                       Meditation, Mindfulness & This interfaith special exploring how the practice of meditation and mindfulness affects
11:00-11:30 AM Spirituality (30 Minutes) personal growth and social transformation, as well as its uses in our secular society.
Featured on the program are: (1) Sharon Salzberg, author, Buddhist meditation teacher, and co-founder of the Insight Meditation Society in Barre,
Massachusetts. Salzberg discusses her discovery of Buddhism and meditation as a young college student in 1970. That interest led to a four-year study
abroad in India, and upon her return to Barre, she co-founded the Society. Today, she is one of the most sought-after teachers in the country, and
explains the practice of meditation and mindfulness, and why it has become so popular. (2) Yael Shy is the Senior Director of Global Spiritual Life at New
York University. In 2009, she founded the Mindfulness Project at NYU, and today it is one of the largest campus-wide meditation initiatives in the country.
Several students involved with the group discuss how meditation and mindfulness has helped them deal with the everyday stresses of college and in
figuring out their life’s purpose. (3) Sakyong Mipham Rinpoche, head of the Shambhala Buddhist lineage, discusses today’s “mindfulness movement” and
how it can be used for social transformation. The Shambhala community is an international network of meditation and retreat centers known for their
secular approach to meditation. It is based on an appreciation of “innate human goodness.” (4) Trungpa Rinpoche.  Trungpa Rinpoche, a Tibetan Lama
who came to North America in 1970, is widely regarded as a pioneer of mindfulness meditation and for bringing Tibetan Buddhism to the West. Also
appearing:  Janet Hasz, Director of the Creating Peace Project, and Aarti Tejuja, Director of Social Engagement, both with the Shambhala Meditation
Center of Chicago, Illinois. They discuss the work of the center in reaching out to Chicago area neighborhoods.

9/6/15 Andrew Young Presents: From a euphoric outpouring of humanity in commemoration of the 50th anniversary of
2-3 PM “All Lives Matter” “Bloody Sunday” in Selma, Alabama, to the sudden horror of nine racial murders during a
church service in Charleston, SC, a nationwide movement is growing. But the always controversial Andrew Young says we do a disservice to say “Black
Lives Matter.” He believes the problems facing America are not just a matter of race, but also of economics. Not just black and white, but green. Now in
his 80’s, having joined what he calls the “Moses Generation”, the Civil Rights legend is ready to lead, and to prove once again what you think is
impossible really isn’t.

9/12/2015 Hispanic College Quiz 1 &2: The Hispanic College Quiz series is designed to encourage an appreciation of Latino and
12-1 PM-1:00 PM          (60 minutes) Hispanic cultures in an entertaining game show format. The show is hosted by Telemundo
News Anchor Alfonso Gutierrez and is sponsored by the Hispanic Association of Colleges and Universities. This hour was actually comprised of two
specials airing back to back. These episodes featured episode featured teams from Adams State University, Carlos Albizu University, Guttman
Community College, Oklahoma Panhandle State University and Rhode Island College.

9/19/2015 Hispanic College Quiz 3 &4: The Hispanic College Quiz series is designed to encourage an appreciation of Latino and
12-1 PM-1:00 PM          (60 minutes) Hispanic cultures in an entertaining game show format. The show is hosted by Telemundo
News Anchor Alfonso Gutierrez and is sponsored by the Hispanic Association of Colleges and Universities. This hour was actually comprised of two
specials airing back to back. These episodes featured episode featured teams from San Jose State University, St. Edward’s University, ST. Phillips’s
College and the University of Houston.
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FACE THE NATION

07/05/15 Guests: Elizabeth Palmer, CBS News Correspondent (1); Michael Morell, CBS News Senior Security
Contributor, former Deputy Director, Central Intelligence Agency (CIA) (2); Margaret Brennan, CBS News
Foreign Affairs Correspondent (3); Senator Bob Corker (R-TN), Chairman, Senate Foreign Relations
Committee (4); Senator Amy Klobuchar (D-MN) (5); former Senator Rick Santorum (R-PA), Republican
Presidential Candidate (6); Peter Baker, The New York Times (7); Fernando Espuelas, contributor, The
Hill (7); Mike Allen, Politico (7); Molly Ball, The Atlantic (7); Jericka Duncan, CBS News Correspondent
(8)
1) A report from Tartus, Syria on the intense overnight airstrikes from U.S. and coalition forces against ISIS
(ISIL) militants in Raqqa, Syria
2) Topics include: reasons behind this weekend’s heightened terrorism alertness / opinion that increased
security is the new normal / differences between the terrorist threats from ISIS (ISIL) and al Qaeda /
powerful social media use by ISIS (ISIL) / strategy to defeat ISIS (ISIL) / overnight airstrikes from U.S. and
coalition forces against ISIS(ISIL) militants in Raqqa, Syria
3) A report from Vienna, Austria on the latest developments in the ongoing negotiations between the United
States and Iran over Iran’s nuclear program
4) Topics include: ongoing negotiations to limit Iran’s nuclear capability / opinion that the Obama
administration views this as a “legacy issue” / criticisms and concerns regarding the negotiations; President
Obama’s strategy of containment in Iraq and Syria regarding ISIS (ISIL)
5) Topics include: speculation regarding how this anticipated deal will be met by Republicans and
Democrats; recent announcement from President Obama that the United States will be opening an embassy
in Cuba / Cuba’s human rights record; campaigns of Senator Bernie Sanders and Hillary Clinton
6) Topics include: ongoing negotiations to limit Iran’s nuclear capability; reaction to the decision by the
U.S. Supreme Court to overturn same-sex marriage bans / opposition to same-sex couples raising children /
reaction to recent comments from fellow Republican candidate Donald Trump negatively characterizing
Mexican immigrants / opinion of Donald Trump as a candidate
7) Topics include: reaction from other Republican presidential candidates to Donald Trump’s comments
concerning immigrants, particularly Jeb Bush / Mr. Trump’s unorthodox campaign style / New Jersey
Governor Chris Christie’s entry in to the race / Mr. Trump’s participation in the debates / Mitt Romney’s
role and influence in the Republican Party; campaigns of Hillary Clinton and Senator Bernie Sanders
8) A report from Vancouver, Canada on tonight’s Women’s World Cup soccer final between the United
States and Japan
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FACE THE NATION (continued)

07/12/15 Guests: Margaret Brennan, CBS News Foreign Affairs Correspondent (1); Representative John Boehner
(R-OH), Speaker of the House of Representatives (2); Senator Tom Cotton (R-AR), Senate Armed Services
Committee (3); Senator Bernie Sanders (I-VT), Democratic Presidential Candidate (4); Susan Page, USA
Today (5); Tavis Smiley, Host, Tavis Smiley, PBS (5); Peggy Noonan, The Wall Street Journal, CBS News
Contributor (5); Jeffrey Goldberg, The Atlantic (5)
1) A report from Vienna, Austria on the negotiations to reach a deal over Iran’s nuclear program by
Monday’s deadline
2) Topics include: criticism of the negotiations to reach a deal over Iran’s nuclear program; reaction to
Hillary Clinton’s recent CNN interview, where she discussed the issue of her e-mails related to Benghazi /
opinion that Mrs. Clinton is not being truthful; opinion that Donald Trump’s behavior impacts just him
negatively, not the entire Republican Party; campaigns of Hillary Clinton and Senator Bernie Sanders /
belief that the Democratic Party is “out of step with Main Street America”; issue of sanctuary cities --
localities that do not enforce federal immigration laws / criticism of President Obama for not working on
immigration reform / refutation of the claim made by some members of the Republican Party that
immigration was not dealt with last year because it would expose disagreements within the party during an
election year; upcoming visit to Congress by Pope Francis
3) Topics include: criticism of the negotiations to reach a deal over Iran’s nuclear program / belief that the
Obama administration continues to make more and more concessions during the negotiations and should
have walked away from the table a long time ago / criticism of Iran as anti-American and terror sponsoring /
criticism of President Obama’s policy in the Middle East / Russia versus Iran as the more serious threat to
America’s safety
4) Topics include: reasons behind Senator Sanders’ popularity; reaction to Representative Boehner’s
criticism of him / criticism of the Republican Party; respect for Hillary Clinton / differences between
himself and Mrs. Clinton; Senator Sanders’ agreement with Pope Francis over the issues of climate change
and “casino-type capitalism”; belief that he can “deliver in Washington”; criticism of President Obama for
believing that he could negotiate with Republicans, when they never wanted to negotiate with the President
in the first place / call for a grassroots movement to take on the Republican Party
5) Topics include: friendship between the Bush and Clinton families, in light of the candidacies of Hillary
Clinton and Jeb Bush / the Clinton campaign’s reaction to the popularity of Senator Bernie Sanders / the
campaigns of Mrs. Clinton and Senator Sanders / impact of candidates Donald Trump and Senator Sanders
on the campaigns of their respective rivals in the presidential race / reaction from other Republican
presidential candidates to Mr. Trump’s comments concerning immigrants, particularly Jeb Bush / possibility
of Donald Trump running as an independent / criticism of Mr. Trump for his campaign tactics; the
negotiations to reach a deal over Iran’s nuclear program / potential impact of any deal on the presidential
campaign / belief by some that Obama administration views this potential deal with Iran as a “legacy issue”
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FACE THE NATION (continued)

07/19/15 Guests: U.S. Secretary of State John Kerry (1); Dr. Ernest Moniz, United States Secretary of Energy (1);
Benjamin Netanyahu, Prime Minister, Israel (2); Senator Dianne Feinstein (D-CA), Senate Intelligence
Committee (3); Frank Luntz, CBS News Analyst, Republican Pollster (4); Gwen Ifill, co-anchor, “PBS
NewsHour”; moderator, “Washington Week” (5); Mark Leibovich, The New York Times Magazine (5);
Robert Costa, The Washington Post (5); Ruth Marcus, The Washington Post (5); David Ignatius, The
Washington Post (6); Jeffrey Goldberg, The Atlantic (6); Margaret Brennan, CBS News State Department
Correspondent (6)
1) Topics include: reaction to criticism of the nuclear deal reached between the P5+1 (China, France,
Russia, The United Kingdom, the United States, and Germany) and Iran / clarification of “anytime,
anywhere” inspections of Iran’s nuclear sites / restraints within the deal to limit Iran’s ability to acquire
conventional arms and ballistic missiles / how Iran should now be viewed by Americans -- once an enemy,
now an adversary / benefits of the deal between the P5+1 and Iran / opinion that not having majority
support in Congress does not undermine the deal
2) Topics include: criticism of the nuclear deal reached between the P5+1 and Iran / opinion that this deal
paves the way for Iran to develop a bigger nuclear arsenal / threat against Israel / plans to lobby Congress
against the deal / relationship with President Obama / deal with Iran is a “repeat of the mistake of North
Korea”
3) Topics include: Thursday’s shooting rampage by Mohammod Youssuf Abdulazeez at two separate
military locations in Chattanooga, TN, resulting in the death of five soldiers / opinion that the shooter was a
“lone wolf” / role of ISIS (ISIL) in the attack / availability of propaganda material on the internet; support
for the nuclear deal reached between the P5+1 and Iran
4) an interview with Mr. Luntz on yesterday’s Iowa Family Leadership Summit where, as moderator, Mr.
Luntz questioned Mr. Trump, who declared that Senator John McCain (R-AZ), a former POW and Vietnam
Veteran, is not a war hero
5) Topics include: comments made by Republican presidential candidate Donald Trump concerning
Mexican immigrants and Senator John McCain / reaction from Republican and Democratic presidential
candidates / type of voter attracted to a political candidate like Mr. Trump / what Mr. Trump’s campaign, as
well as the reaction from his fellow candidates, says about the state of the Republican Party; the campaigns
of Hillary Clinton and Republican Governor Scott Walker; encounter that Democratic presidential
candidates Senator Bernie Sanders and Martin O’Malley had with “Black Lives Matter” activists at the
Netroots Nations conference
6) Topics include: nuclear deal reached between the P5+1 (China, France, Russia, The United Kingdom, the
United States, and Germany) and Iran / reaction to the deal from America’s Arab allies / potential impact of
this deal on the current situation in Syria / reaction from the Iranian people to the deal / tensions between
the parties involved in the negotiating process / President Obama’s legacy
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FACE THE NATION (continued)

07/26/15 Guests: Senator Rand Paul (R-KY), Senate Committee on Foreign Relations, Republican Presidential
Candidate (1); former Governor Rick Perry (R-TX), Republican Presidential Candidate (2); Governor
Bobby Jindal (R-LA), Republican Presidential Candidate (3); Senator Joe Manchin (D-WV) (4); Nancy
Cordes, CBS News Congressional Correspondent (5); John Heilemann, Bloomberg Politics (5); Jamelle
Bouie, Slate Magazine (5); Gerald Seib, The Wall Street Journal (5); Thomas Donilon, former National
Security Advisor, Obama administration, Council on Foreign Relations (6); former Representative Mike
Rogers (R-MI) (6)
1) Topics include: differences between the candidacies of Senator Paul and Donald Trump; latest
developments in the Hillary Clinton Benghazi e-mail investigation; Senator Paul’s flat tax policy; his
proposed legislation to deny federal funding for Planned Parenthood
2) Topics include: Governor Perry’s criticism of fellow Republican candidate Donald Trump / opinion that
Mr. Trump’s comments about Senator John McCain (R-AZ) hurt the Republican message / response to
voters attracted to a political candidate like Mr. Trump
3) Topics include: latest details on the investigation into Thursday night’s shooting rampage by John
Russell Houser at a movie theater in Lafayette, Louisiana / Mr. Houser’s history of mental illness / gun laws
in Louisiana / call for tougher gun laws in other states / promise to arrest any members of the Westboro
Baptist Church who make good on their threat to disrupt the funeral service of one of the victims of
Thursday’s shooting
4) Topics include: questions as to how John Russell Houser, who had a criminal record and was mentally
ill, was able to obtain a gun / call for Republicans to work with Democrats “on the most reasonable, sensible
path forward” on gun control; issue of Hillary Clinton’s e-mails related to Benghazi; nuclear deal reached
between the P5+1 and Iran
5) Topics include: candidacy of Donald Trump / type of voter attracted to a political candidate like Mr.
Trump / reaction from other Republican presidential candidates to Mr. Trump; impact of the issue of
Hillary Clinton’s e-mails related to Benghazi on her presidential campaign / Friday’s erroneous report in
The New York Times ascribing criminal referrals to her / Mrs. Clinton’s offer to testify publicly over the e-
mails related to Benghazi ; encounter that Democratic presidential candidates Senator Bernie Sanders and
Martin O’Malley had with “Black Lives Matter” activists at the Netroots Nations conference
6) Topics include: Turkey’s recent decision to become more involved in the fight against ISIS (ISIL) and to
allow the United States to access airbases inside their country in the fight against ISIS (ISIL) / agreement
with FBI Director James Comey and Attorney General Loretta Lynch that ISIS (ISIL) is a greater threat
than al-Qaeda / current conditions in Iraq; nuclear deal reached between the P5+1 and Iran
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07/05/15 “Dead or Alive” – a report on the errors of the Social Security Administration’s Death Master File. Those
who are alive and mistakenly put onto the list, can be cut out of existence by banks, the Internal Revenue
Service (IRS), Medicare, credit agencies and the like. On the other hand, there have been continued
payments to deceased citizens whose names were never put on the list. To combat these errors, the Social
Security Administration has started cross-checking with a Medicare list to see who is using Medicare, and if
a citizen has been off the list for three years, they gather more information to see if they are dead or alive.
Includes interviews with: living Americans declared dead by the Social Security Administration: Don
Pilger, Kristina Pace, Betty Denault, and Judy Rivers; Patrick O’Carroll, Social Security Administration’s
inspector general; and Sandra Kimbro, who pleaded guilty to accepting her mother's Social Security
benefits, but says it was done so unknowingly. (C: Scott Pelley – P: Patricia Shevlin, Gabrielle Schonder)
(OAD: 03/15/15 - includes an update)
“Breeding Out Disease” - a report on how advances in the science and technology of reproductive genetics
and in vitro fertilization are allowing scientists to weed out many dangerous diseases -- such as breast
cancer, muscular dystrophy, and hemophilia -- from the gene pool.  Includes interviews with: Dr. Mark
Hughes, geneticist and founder of Genesis Genetics, who pioneered the technique of preimplantation
genetic diagnosis (PGD), an embryo screening procedure; Melinda (no last name given), breast cancer
victim and mother; Anne Morriss, mother and co-founder of GenePeeks, a computerized technique which
uses DNA information from the saliva of prospective parents to create a thousand digital/virtual embryos;
Lee Silver, molecular biologist, Princeton University, and co-founder of GenePeeks.  (C: Norah O’Donnell
- P: Tanya Simon) (OAD: 10/26/14)
“Steve Carell” – an interview / profile of Steve Carell, the Hollywood actor. He discusses his past career
and his performance in the soon-to-be released psychodrama “Foxcatcher”. Carell has long been known for
his roles in comedic movies and his hit TV series “The Office”, which concluded last year. Includes
comments from Carell’s wife, Nancy Carell. (C: Steve Kroft – P: Michael Karzis) (OAD: 11/09/14)

07/12/15 “The Swiss Leaks” – an investigation conducted by 60 MINUTES and the International Consortium of
Investigative Journalists into the biggest leak in Swiss banking history. Herve Falciani, a former HSBC
computer security specialist in Switzerland, stole -- with questionable motives -- computer files with over
one hundred thousand names tied to Swiss bank accounts in 2007 and gave it to the French government.
The list is being used to go after tax cheats, arms dealers, and drug smugglers around the world. HSBC
declined to respond on camera about the files, but acknowledged the bank had been used to evade taxes in
the past and says it will no longer engage in those activities with future clients. Falciani is now a fugitive
living in France because Swiss authorities charged him with industrial espionage. Includes interviews with:
Jack Blum, former U.S. Senate staff investigator; Herve Falciani, former HSBC computer security
specialist; Christian Eckert (through translator), France’s Secretary of State for the Budget; and Serge
Michel, editor of French newspaper Le Monde.  (C: Bill Whitaker – P: Ira Rosen, Habiba Nosheen) (OAD:
02/08/15 - includes an update)
“Alive and Kickin’” – a report on the musical, "Alive: 55+ and Kickin'," conceived and written by Vy
Higginsen, founder of the Mama Foundation for the Arts in Harlem, New York and her husband, Ken
Wydro, creative director at the Mama Foundation and a playwright. The musical features a full company of
performers ages 55 and over with most of them experiencing their first time on stage while sharing personal
stories with the audience.  Higginsen has made it her mission to preserve African-American music, both
gospel and popular music like soul and rhythm and blues (R&B). Includes excerpts from a performance of
“Alive: 55+ and kickin’”. Includes interviews with: Vy Higginsen; and performers Theo Harris and his wife,
Phyllis Harris; Debbie Bingham; Renee Walker; Matthew Brown; and Matthew Burke. Also includes
comments by Ken Wydro; Greg Kelly, pianist; and Roberta Ross, singer. (C: Lesley Stahl – P: Shari
Finkelstein) DOUBLE LENGTH SEGMENT (OAD: 01/04/15)
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07/19/15 “Rare Earth Elements” – a report on how China has become the world leader of rare earth metals,
essential ingredients used in everything from smart phones and computers, to cars and missiles. The U.S.
began the cultivation of these materials at Molycorp, Inc.’s mine in Mountain Pass, California after
geologists identified rare earth elements in the Mojave Desert, but it was shut down in 1998 due to
environmental concerns. Meanwhile, China took over the industry since they have less environmental
constraints around mining and lower labor costs, which translates into lower pricing. Molycorp Inc.’s
Mountain Pass mine reopened in 2010. Includes interviews with: Constantine Karayannopoulos, chairman
of Molycorp, Inc.; Daniel McGroarty, principal of Carmot Strategic Group; and Ed Richardson, president
of the U.S. Magnetic Materials Association. (C: Lesley Stahl – P: Graham Messick, Kevin Livelli) (OAD:
03/22/15 - includes an update)
“Ending Life” - a report on the ongoing state-by-state battle over assisted suicide, focusing on an interview
with Barbara Mancini of Philadelphia, Pennsylvania, who was arrested and accused of helping her 93-year-
old terminally ill father, Joe Yourshaw, to kill himself.  Also interviewed: Barbara Coombs Lee, president,
Compassion & Choices, an advocacy group on end-of-life issues; Dr. Ira Byock, professor, Dartmouth
College, and head of the Providence Health System’s Institute for Human Caring.  (C: Anderson Cooper -
P: Andy Court) (OAD: 10/19/14)
“All-American” – an interview / profile of "patriotic philanthropist" David Rubenstein, billionaire co-
founder of the Carlyle Group -- one of the world’s largest private equity firms, who is giving away most of
his money to support the preservation of some of America's most iconic monuments and documents. Among
his recipients: The Washington Monument; Thomas Jefferson’s home, Monticello; the Declaration of
Independence; the Iwo Jima Memorial; and the National Zoological Park’s Giant Panda Habitat. Also
includes interviews with: Warren Buffett, billionaire philanthropist and investor; and Jonathan Jarvis,
director of the National Park Service; and comments from Bettie Rubenstein, David’s mother. (C: Morley
Safer – P: Katy Textor) (OAD: 05/03/15)

07/26/15 “The Gaskos” – a report on the capture of the FBI’s most wanted man, Boston mobster James “Whitey”
Bulger, and his girlfriend, Catherine Greig. For over 14 years the couple avoided an international manhunt
by living a quiet, secluded life in Santa Monica, California posing as “Charley and Carol Gasko”. Federal
law enforcement trackers explain how a breast augmentation by Greig and the couple’s shared love for
animals led to their arrest. Includes interviews with Josh Bond, manager of the Princess Eugenia
Apartments; Janus Goodwin and Barbara Gluck, tenants of the Princess Eugenia Apartments; Scott
Garriola, Rich Teahan, Tommy MacDonald and Phil Torsney (Ret.), FBI Special Agents; and Neil Sullivan,
Deputy U.S. Marshall. (C: Steve Kroft – P: Tanya Simon) (OAD: 11/24/13 - includes an update)
“Wikimania” – a report on Wikipedia, the free Internet encyclopedia, and how the non-profit Wikimedia
Foundation has kept the website among the ten most popular advertisement-free sites. Jimmy Wales,
founder of Wikimedia Foundation and co-founder of Wikipedia, discusses his vision of this charity and how
he’s trying to get more women involved as Wikipedians, the volunteers who write and edit Wikipedia's
articles. Includes interviews with: Jimmy Wales; Sue Gardner, former executive director of the Wikimedia
Foundation; Lila Tretikov, executive director of the Wikimedia Foundation; Amanda Levendowski,
Wikipedian; and Dumi Ndubane, engineer and Wikipedian. Also includes comments by unidentified people
attending Wikimania event. (C: Morley Safer – P: David Browning, Jonathan Schienberg) (OAD: 04/05/15)
“Star-Struck” – an interview / profile of astrophysicist Neil deGrasse Tyson, director of the American
Museum of Natural History’s Hayden Planetarium. With millions of followers on Twitter, he is perhaps
America’s most popular scientist. Tyson hosts a weekly radio show, “StarTalk” and hosted the 2014
television documentary series, “Cosmos: A Spacetime Odyssey”.  (C: Charlie Rose – P: Robert G.
Anderson, Aaron Weisz) (OAD: 03/22/15)
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07/04/15 48 HOURS PRESENTS: “Murder at Sea?” – an updated rebroadcast of a report on the disappearance of
newlywed George Smith, who vanished in 2005 from a cruise ship in the Mediterranean while on his
honeymoon, as first reported in “Love Lost” (OAD: 04/08/06) and mentioned in “Dark Voyage” (OAD:
09/23/06). This report uncovers the questionable alibis, failed polygraphs and a provocative video that
involves the three men who last saw Smith alive. In the years since Smith went missing, his family has been
seeking answers to what happened to him after a night of heavy drinking and gambling in the ship’s casino.
His disappearance was ruled a likely accident and the case has gone nowhere, despite reports of arguments
on the stateroom balcony, furniture being moved and a bloodstain on the overhang of the lifeboats. Mike
Jones, an attorney for the Smith family, is now trying to get the case moving again. He has gained access to
Royal Caribbean’s internal investigation and has learned about the existence of a videotape in the
possession of the FBI, which was recorded just hours after Smith went missing by three of the four men to
last see Smith alive: cousins Zach Rozenberg and Greg Rozenberg and their friend Rusty Kofman. The
other passenger, Josh Askin, is not on the video. Attorneys for Rusty Kofman and Zach Rozenberg have
declined to comment. Greg Rozenberg’s attorney says his client just made stupid comments. While initially
cooperating, Askin’s attorney has now told him to take the Fifth Amendment in all questioning. All four
men say they had nothing to do with Smith’s death but the men are still on the FBI’s radar in this cold case.
Mike Jones believes that Josh Askin knows what happened. He continues to prod the FBI to re-open the
case. On-screen text graphic: The FBI’s field office has agreed to review the George Smith case.
EPILOGUE: On January 9, 2015, the FBI announced the closing of the case. His family stands by the
reward offer and still believes it was murder. They are hoping the FBI will re-open the investigation.
On-screen text graphic introduction for the 07/05/14 rebroadcast: “9 years ago today George Smith
disappeared from his honeymoon cruise. This week, his family announced a $100,000 reward for
information leading “to the arrest and conviction of the person (s) responsible.” On-screen text graphic for
07/05/14 rebroadcast: Anyone with information should call 1-844-651-1936. On-screen text graphic for
the 07/04/15 rebroadcast: Anyone with information should call 1-844-651-1936. The Smith family is
pushing for a bill to require cruise ships to be equipped with man overboard technology. Interviewed:
George Smith’s parents, George Smith III and Maureen Smith; his sister Bree Smith; cruise ship passengers
Paul and Galina Kvitnisky; Emilie Rausch; Clete Hyman; Greg and Pat Lawyer; Christian Ruiz; Keith
Greer, attorney for Josh Askin; Albert Dayan, attorney for Rusty Kofman; Phil Houston, an expert in
detecting deception; Mike Jones, Smith family investigator/attorney. NOTE: In this broadcast, Zach
Rozenberg, Greg Rozenberg, and Josh Askin all appear in interrogation videos.  They are not specifically
interviewed for this report.  Rusty Kofman appears saying no comment. (C: John Miller (correspondent for
05/11/13) / C: Richard Schlesinger (correspondent and narrator for the 07/05/14 and 07/04/15 rebroadcasts)
- P: Lourdes Aguiar, Peter Shaw) (OAD: 05/11/13 as 48 HOURS: “Murder at Sea”; 1st Rebroadcast:
07/05/14 as 48 HOURS: “Murder At Sea?”)
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07/11/15 48 HOURS: “The Hit” - a report on the death of colorful entrepreneur and Las Vegas gambler Gary
Triano, who was blown up in his car after finishing a round of golf at the exclusive La Paloma Country Club
in Tucson, Arizona in 1996. His ex-wife, socialite Pamela Phillips, speaks out for the first time and
proclaims her innocence. The Trianos were a power couple who were part of the local social set and
hobnobbed with Donald Trump. Triano had made a fortune in the tribal gaming business, but the bottom
fell out and he was pushed out of the business. The income loss put a strain on the couple. He owed millions
of dollars to creditors. The Trianos separated in 1993 and eventually divorced. He was killed in 1996. Was
it a mob hit? Were friends or family involved? Investigation led to endless leads, curious characters and
many theories. Eventually the investigation led to the involvement of Ron Young, once an acquaintance and
possible lover of Pamela Phillips. He was arrested along with Pamela Phillips on charges of conspiracy and
murder. In separate trials, Young denied everything, and was found guilty. Pamela Phillips was portrayed as
a desperate woman out for life insurance at her trial. Her attorneys said that someone else was responsible.
She too was found guilty. On-screen text graphic: Gary Triano’s family sued Pam Phillips and Ron Young
for wrongful death. They were awarded $10 million dollars. Interviewed: Pamela Phillips; one-time friend
of the couple Laura Chapman; Pima County Investigator Gene Reedy; ATF Special Agents Tom Mangan
and Tony May; Detective James Gamber; Triano friend Dr. Lawrence D’Antonio; defense attorney Paul
Edkerstrom. (C: Peter Van Sant - P: Chuck Stevenson, Greg Fisher) (OAD: 10/11/14)

07/18/15 48 HOURS: "Blaming Melissa" (9:00 - 10:00p) – an updated rebroadcast, after new evidence from the
coroner’s office is brought to light, detailing the investigation into the case of Melissa Calusinski, a young
woman who claims she did not murder 16-month-old Ben Kingan in 2009, while working at a day care
center in Lake County, Illinois, despite having confessed to the crime. Also examined are police
interrogations, what happens after a confession, and what can happen when a key player in the investigation
admits he made a life-altering mistake. Two days after Ben Kingan’s death, Calusinski was brought in for
questioning; police told her Ben died from a blunt-force trauma to the head and that she was the last adult to
have seen him alive. She was interrogated for nine hours, never asked for a lawyer, and eventually
confessed to dropping the child in a way that may have led to a head injury. She was convicted of murder,
largely on the fact that she had confessed and that the Medical Examiner’s report said that the child suffered
from fresh injuries to his head. Her family persuaded a newly-elected coroner, Dr. Thomas Rudd, to re-
examine the evidence. His findings revealed an older head injury -- a significant discovery. Eventually, state
pathologist Dr. Eupil Choi, admitted to missing the old injury in his report. With this information, attorney
Kathleen Zellner, who specializes in cases pertaining to false confessions, says that Melissa Calusinski did
not receive a fair trial. Advocates say that, under extreme conditions, 60% of people confess to crimes they
did not commit. The police say they played by the rules. Two courts have allowed the conviction to stand.
Attorney Zellner believes the medical evidence needs to be re-examined, but the State Attorney will not
pass it on. Family and friends vow not to give up. Update for the 07/18/15 rebroadcast: after a phone call
suggesting x-ray images from the autopsy existed that contradicted testimony, Melissa’s lawyer petitioned
to void her conviction. The cause of death was changed from homicide to undetermined. In September, the
trial judge will decide whether to hold a new hearing that could be a first step to a new trial. On-screen text
graphic: Melissa lost her first appeal. She plant to try again based on the new medical evidence. On-screen
text graphic for the 07/18/15 rebroadcast: Melissa’s parents visit her often. They are confident they’ll
bring her home one day. Interviewed: Melissa Calusinski; Paul and Cheryl Calusinski (parents); Crystal
Calusinski (sister); Ruth Fuller (journalist); Dr. Thomas Rudd (Lake County coroner); Kathleen Zellner
(attorney); Deborah Teurkheimer (law professor); Michael Nerheim (States Attorney). (C: Erin Moriarty -
P: Gail Abbott Zimmerman) (OAD: 02/28/15)
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07/18/15 48 HOURS: “The Girl Next Door” (10:00 – 11:00p) - a report featuring an exclusive interview with
Tracey Grissom, who is on trial for the murder of her former husband, Hunter Grissom. Tracey details the
abuse she claims to have suffered and the events that led her to shoot and kill him, in an Alabama parking
lot in 2012. A young mother herself, Tracey and Hunter Grissom had eloped in 2004. Theirs was a troubled
relationship from the beginning. In 2010 Tracey filed for divorce; she then says Hunter became abusive and
in November, after she spent the night at a boyfriend’s house, Hunter raped her. He was arrested. Soon
after, Hunter stopped paying spousal support and child support for his daughter, Anna Grace, claiming he
was not working. One day, Tracey noticed his truck and wanted to take a picture to disprove his claim. She
claims that he approached her car, intending to hurt her. She then shot six times. She was arrested on
murder charges. The hour includes interviews with: Tracey Grissom’s friends; her attorney; Hunter’s
mother and aunt; two of the employees who witnessed the incident that took Hunter’s life; and Hunter’s
lawyer, who uncovered some damaging information about Tracey. The trial lasted two days, but before the
case went to jury, the judge made a stunning reversal: he said it was a manslaughter case and if both sides
could agree, he would let the jury consider manslaughter. They did, but Tracey did not agree and decided to
take her chances of not being convicted of murder. The verdict: guilty. At sentencing, her lawyer argued
that she was a battered woman, hoping to receive a lighter sentence. The judge gave her twenty-five years,
neither the minimum, nor the maximum sentence. On-screen text graphic: Tracey Grissom must serve at
least fifteen years of her sentence. She will be eligible for parole in 2029. Anna Grace will be twenty years
old. On-screen text graphic for the 07/18/15 rebroadcast: On July 2, the Alabama court of criminal
appeals unanimously upheld Tracey Grissom’s murder conviction. Her defense has files for another hearing.
Tracey will be eligible for parole in 2029. She’ll be 47. Interviewed: Tracey Grissom; her attorney, Warren
Freeman; her friend Loren Richards; her brother Travis Waters; Hunter Grissom’s mother Melanie Garner
and his aunt, Gina Prisock; Tuscaloosa Times journalist Stephanie Taylor; Hunter Grissom’s employees
William Dockery and Dale Dockery (brothers); Hunter Grissom’s attorney Shelly Standridge; social worker
Marian Waters; and juror Janice Kelly. (C: Erin Moriarty – P: Chris Young Ritzen, Marc B. Goldbaum,
Claire Anderson, Liza Finley, Susan Mallie, Judy Rybak) (OAD: 11/22/14)
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07/25/15 48 HOURS: “Paradise Lost” - an updated report on the investigation into the 2010 shooting death of Wall
Street millionaire John Bender, who was killed in his exotic home in Costa Rica. His wife, Ann, is charged
with the crime, but she claims innocence. After making a $100 million fortune on Wall Street, Bender and
his wife bought land in Costa Rica where they built a nature preserve, along with an elaborate, four-story
hilltop home with no walls or windows as the centerpiece. The couple seemed to have everything; but both
suffered from severe depression, became isolated, and were not entirely welcomed by the locals. They lived
in fear after an abduction attempt and a break-in, and were forced to arm themselves and hire a security
team. On January 8, 2010, John Bender died from a bullet wound to the back of the head. Was it murder,
suicide or accident? Prosecutors say it was murder. Ann Bender says her husband was trying to kill himself
and had been suicidal for some time. Other issues in the investigation include: allegations that the trustee of
the Bender’s $100 Million fortune siphoned money from the trust, and the Bender gem collection, which to
the Costa Rican authorities, looked like it could have could be a smuggling operation. Nineteen months
after the shooting, Ann Bender was charged with murder. At trial, Ann was found not guilty of murder; but
in Costa Rica, there is no double jeopardy rule and Ann was brought up on the same charges again and this
time was found guilty. 48 HOURS brought in the world-famous independent forensic team of Richard and
Selma Eikelenboom, who, after examining all the evidence, say there were problems with the conclusion
drawn by the prosecution. Today, Ann Bender is in prison continuing to fight for her innocence. Original
On screen text graphic: The Bender gems, worth an estimated $20 million, were confiscated by the Costa
Rican authorities. 07/25/15 EPILOGUE: Last February, nine months after Ann Bender was convicted, an
appeals court overturned that decision. Its finding was that the prosecution’s evidence was insufficient proof
of murder. Ann was released from prison. The court has ordered a third trial. Her boyfriend, who fought to
bring attention to her case, died while she was in prison. She must remain in Costa Rica, pending her next
trial. On-screen text graphic for the 07/25/15 rebroadcast: The trial is scheduled to begin next month.
Interviewed: Ann Bender; John Bender’s friend Pete DeLisi; CBS News consultant/reporter Ned Zeman;
prosecutor Edgar Ramirez; Ann’s psychiatrist Dr. Carlos Lizano; Bender friend, Paul Meyer; Bender Trust
administrator Juan Alverez; Ann’s current boyfriend Greg Fischer; Ann’s attorney Fabio Oconitrillo;
security guard Oswaldo Aguilar; Ann’s brother Ken Patton; forensic experts Richard and Selma
Eikelenboom. (C: Susan Spencer – P: Joshua Yager, Doug Longhini, Ana Real, Shoshanah Wolfson,
Tamara Weitzman) (OAD: 09/27/14)
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FACE THE NATION

08/02/15 Guests: Donald Trump, Republican Presidential Candidate (1); former Governor Mike Huckabee (R-AR),
Republican Presidential Candidate (2); Captain Chesley “Sully” Sullenberger, CBS News Aviation and
Safety Expert (3); Dan Balz, The Washington Post (4); Molly Ball, The Atlantic (4); Reihan Salam,
National Review (4); Ron Fournier, National Journal (4); Julianna Goldman, CBS News Correspondent (5);
Matea Gold, The Washington Post (5); Trevor Potter, former Commissioner, Federal Election Commission,
founding President and General Counsel, Campaign Legal Center (5); Steven Law, President and CEO,
American Crossroads (5)
1) Topics include: upcoming Republican presidential debate; reaction to a report in The New York Times
that Vice President Joe Biden might join the Democratic primary field / opinion that Hillary Clinton’s e-
mail scandal could be her eventual downfall; Mr. Trump’s presidential campaign / Mr. Trump’s financials /
commitment to paying as little in taxes as possible / belief that he has the patience required for the office of
the presidency
2) Topics include: Mr. Huckabee’s defense of his comments on the Iranian nuclear deal -- that President
Obama is “marching the Israelis to the door of the oven” / reasons behind his criticism of the deal reached
between the P5+1 (China, France, Russia, The United Kingdom, the United States, and Germany) and Iran;
upcoming Republican presidential debate / decision to attend and speak at an AFL-CIO meeting
3) Topics include: latest on the mystery of Malaysian Air Flight 370, after last week’s discovery of a wing
flap off the coast of Reunion Island; dangers posed by laser pointers and drones to commercial airlines
4) Topics include: reaction to reports that Vice President Joe Biden might enter the Democratic primary
field; how Donald Trump should handle the upcoming Republican presidential debate / Mr. Trump’s
campaign style; Hillary Clinton’s negative ratings / need for both Mrs. Clinton and Mr. Trump to “play
against type” in their respective campaigns; Mr. Trump’s commitment to paying as little in taxes as possible
/ the Clinton campaign’s decision to release her tax returns; Mrs. Clinton’s recent decision to “take on” Jeb
Bush at an Urban League event, where Mr. Bush was also in attendance / dynamics between the Clinton and
Bush campaigns
5) Topics include: role of money in Campaign 2016 / how this election cycle differs from elections past /
differences between the super PAC and “dark money” (money that is not disclosed and given to nonprofits)
/ potential for corruption / opinion among voters that candidates can be influenced politically by large
donations / role of big donors in 2016
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FACE THE NATION (continued)

08/09/15 Guests: Donald Trump, Republican Presidential Candidate (1); Carly Fiorina, Republican Presidential
Candidate (2); Senator Bernie Sanders (I-VT), Democratic Presidential Candidate (3); Susan Page, USA
Today (4) (6); Michael Gerson, The Washington Post (4) (6); Jonathan Martin, The New York Times (4)
(6); Ed O’Keefe, The Washington Post (4) (6); Dr. Ben Carson, Republican Presidential Candidate (5);
Cornell William Brooks, President, National Association for the Advancement of Colored People (NAACP)
(7)
1) Topics include: Mr. Trump’s performance in Thursday night’s debate / feud with FOX News host and
debate moderator Megyn Kelly / criticism as Democratic candidate Hillary Clinton / Mr. Trump’s opinion
that he has “leverage” over the Republican Party / Mr. Trump’s standing with Hispanic and women voters /
criticism of fellow Republican candidate Jeb Bush over comments he made last week about women’s health
funding
2) Topics include: reaction to Mr. Trump’s performance in Thursday night’s debate and his feud with
Megyn Kelly / potential effect of Mr. Trump’s treatment of Ms. Kelly on women voters / agreement that
there is too much political correctness in politics / Planned Parenthood / positive press reviews of Ms.
Fiorina’s performance in the pre-debate
3) Topics include: Thursday night’s Republican debate; support for the nuclear deal reached between the
P5+1 (China, France, Russia, The United Kingdom, the United States, and Germany) and Iran; fellow
Democratic candidate Hillary Clinton / role of money in Campaign 2016
4) Topics include: Mr. Trump’s performance in Thursday night’s debate / impact of Mr. Trump’s candidacy
on the Republican Party / other Republican candidates who benefited from Mr. Trump’s performance at the
debate
5) Topics include: difference between political correctness and courteous speech, in light of Mr. Trump’s
negative comments about Ms. Kelly; Dr. Carson’s debate performance and social media surge; Dr. Carson’s
views on the “Black Lives Matter” movement and the relationship between police and the black community
6) Topics include: thoughts on how the Republican Party leadership should deal with Mr. Trump /
performance of the other Republican candidates in the debate / Ms. Fiorina’s performance in the pre-debate;
why the “Black Lives Matter” activists seem to be focusing on Democratic presidential candidate Bernie
Sanders; opposition from Senator Chuck Schumer (D-NY) to the nuclear deal reached between the P5+1
and Iran; Hillary Clinton’s campaign / Mrs. Clinton’s criticism of Jeb Bush over comments he made last
week about women’s health funding
7) Topics include: what has changed since the death of Michael Brown in Ferguson, Missouri -- one year
ago today / “Black Lives Matter” movement / call for more legislative action / racial and economic aspects
of the issue / “badly broken” Voting Rights Act
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FACE THE NATION (continued)

08/16/15 Guests: Charlie D’Agata, CBS News Correspondent (1); Governor John Kasich (R-OH), Republican
Presidential Candidate (2); Senator Lindsey Graham (R-SC), Republican Presidential Candidate (3); former
Governor Martin O’Malley (D-MD), Democratic Presidential Candidate (4); Mark Halperin, Bloomberg
Politics (5); Peggy Noonan, The Wall Street Journal (5); Jamelle Bouie, Slate Magazine (5); Ron Fournier,
National Journal (5); Robert Costa, The Washington Post (5); Margaret Brennan, CBS News Foreign
Affairs Correspondent (6)
1) A report from London on the latest developments in the disappearance of a Trigana Air Service twin-
turboprop in a remote area of Indonesia
2) Topics include: Governor Kasich’s campaign approach versus that of fellow Republican candidate
Donald Trump / reasons why the electorate is gravitating towards a candidate like Mr. Trump / Governor
Kasich’s desire to move back towards the positive; opposition to any kind of tax increase; immigration
reform
3) Topics include: criticism of Donald Trump; opinion that some of Senator Graham’s fellow Republican
candidates are novices when it comes to foreign affairs / Senator Graham’s foreign policy credentials;
Hillary Clinton’s e-mail scandal and his desire to see any and all e-mails related to Benghazi
4) Topics include: Mr. O’Malley’s reluctance to discuss the Hillary Clinton e-mail scandal / examples of his
campaign and policy proposals / desire for more debates / examples of questions he would pose to Mrs.
Clinton
5) Topics include: Donald Trump’s appearance at the Iowa State Fair / approach of fellow Republican
candidates to Mr. Trump / ability of Mr. Trump and Senator Bernie Sanders to channel voters “who are
angry at very specific sets of elites” / what is next for the Trump campaign / type of voter that Mr. Trump,
Dr. Ben Carson, Carly Fiorina, and Senator Ted Cruz appeal to; reaction to the earlier appearances of
Senator Graham and Governor Kasich / campaigns of Governor Kasich and Senator Cruz; Jeb Bush’s recent
speech at the Reagan Library about Iraq; the Hillary Clinton e-mail scandal / potential impact of the e-mail
scandal on her campaign; rumor that Vice President Joe Biden might join the Democratic primary field /
speculation regarding the future of Mrs. Clinton’s campaign
6) A filed report from Havana, Cuba on Secretary of State John Kerry’s trip last week to reopen the
American Embassy
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FACE THE NATION (continued)

08/23/15 Guests: Donald Trump, Republican Presidential Candidate (1); Governor Chris Christie (R-NJ),
Republican Presidential Candidate (2); Senator Ted Cruz (R-TX), Republican Presidential Candidate (3);
Julianna Goldman, CBS News Correspondent (4); Manu Raju, Politico (5); Michael Scherer, Time
magazine (5); Anne Gearan, The Washington Post (5); Ruth Marcus, The Washington Post (5); Ken Burns,
Documentary Filmmaker, “The Civil War” (6)
1) Topics include: Mr. Trump’s immigration plan; cost of running his campaign, should he get into the
general election / commitment to not accepting any campaign money with “strings attached”, i.e. from
lobbyists; desire to save the middle class / opinion that “the hedge fund guys are getting away with murder”
when it comes to paying taxes; reaction to criticism questioning Mr. Trump’s conservatism from fellow
Republican presidential candidate Jeb Bush
2) Topics include: reaction to Mr. Trump’s immigration plan / support for birthright citizenship / call for
comprehensive immigration reform; Hillary Clinton e-mail scandal / differences between Mrs. Clinton’s e-
mail scandal and Governor Christie’s “Bridgegate” scandal; entitlement reform
3) Topics include: opposition to birthright citizenship, as guaranteed by the 14th amendment / opinion that
the amendment can, and should, be changed; support for religious liberty / opposition to same-sex marriage
4) A report on the significance of Vice President Joe Biden’s meeting with Massachusetts Senator Elizabeth
Warren, fueling speculation that Mr. Biden is seriously considering entering the presidential race
5) Topics include: Donald Trump’s immigration plan / influence of the Trump plan on the other Republican
presidential candidates / fellow candidate Jeb Bush’s reaction to the tactics of the Trump campaign /
surprising longevity of the Trump campaign; Hillary Clinton e-mail scandal / reports that Vice President Joe
Biden might enter the Democratic primary field
6) Topics include: re-release of Mr. Burns’ documentary, “The Civil War” / poll results indicating that most
people think that the Civil War was fought over state’s rights, not slavery / main American theme of
freedom, which continues to run through his work / reflections on the presidency now, as compared to past
presidential campaigns and presidents
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FACE THE NATION (continued)

08/30/15 Guests: Governor Bobby Jindal (R-LA), Republican Presidential Candidate (1); Mayor Mitch Landrieu (D-
New Orleans, LA) (2); J. Ann Selzer, President, Selzer & Company, Inc. (3); Julianna Goldman, CBS News
Correspondent (4); Mark Leibovich, The New York Times Magazine (4); Ed O’Keefe, The Washington
Post (4); Jeffrey Goldberg, The Atlantic (4); Mark Zandi, Moody’s Analytics (5); Douglas Brinkley,
historian, author, “The Great Deluge: Hurricane Katrina, New Orleans, and the Mississippi Gulf Coast” (6);
Mario Tama, photojournalist, Getty Images, photographer, “Coming Back: New Orleans Resurgent” (7)
1) Topics include: recent poll results from the Des Moines Register, indicating that Donald Trump is at the
top in Iowa; Governor Jindal’s approach to immigration reform; tenth anniversary of Hurricane Katrina /
assertion that Louisiana is in better prepared to handle another situation like Hurricane Katrina / desire to
not place blame on federal, state, or local governments for the mistakes made during their response to the
disaster
2) Topics include: improvements to the levee system in New Orleans / social and economic changes to the
city as it rebuilds / high crime rate in New Orleans and how that mirrors the rest of the United States
3) An interview with Ms. Selzer on the most recent poll she conducted for the Des Moines Register and
what those results mean for the Democratic and Republican presidential candidates
4) Topics include: the status of Hillary Clinton’s campaign / speculation regarding whether or not Vice
President Joe Biden will enter the Democratic primary field / threat of Senator Bernie Sander’s campaign to
the Clinton campaign; recent poll results from the Des Moines Register, indicating that Donald Trump is at
the top in Iowa / seeming pass from the press that Mr. Trump receives / fellow candidate Jeb Bush’s
reaction to the tactics of the Trump campaign / immigration reform and its influence on the Republican
candidates / decision of Mr. Trump and Texas Republican Senator Ted Cruz to join forces and rally against
the Iranian nuclear deal
5) An interview with Mr. Zandi on last week’s volatile stock market, the role of the Chinese economy in last
week’s volatility, and the state of the American economy
6) Topics include: ten-year anniversary of Hurricane Katrina / the failures of those in power at the local,
state, and federal level / lessons learned from the failures
7) Topics include: Mr. Tama’s experiences in New Orleans during the aftermath of Hurricane Katrina / role
of faith in sustaining the community / his trips back to the area / similarities between New Orleans after
Hurricane Katrina and his coverage in Iraq and Afghanistan / opinion that New Orleans is much better
prepared
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60 MINUTES

08/02/15 “Denied” – an investigation into the circumstances of long-term insurance coverage for the mentally ill in
America.  Long-term care for a mentally ill patient is often denied by insurance company doctors who never
see the patient, resulting in some seriously ill patients being discharged from hospitals over the objections
of psychiatrists, who warn that someone may die as a result. Included are recorded excerpts of Anthem
Insurance-contracted psychiatrist Dr. Tim Jack, as he interacts with doctors during the claims process.
Includes interviews with: Nancy West, whose daughter Katherine died after denied long-term care; Dr.
Harold Koplewicz, psychiatrist and founder of the Child Mind Institute; Ashley, psychiatric patient with bi-
polar disorder, and her mother Maria (their last name is withheld by their request); Kathryn Trepinski,
attorney; and Dr. Paul Keith, Anthem Insurance’s former California medical director. (C: Scott Pelley – P:
Michael Rey, Oriana Zill de Granados) (OAD: 12/14/14 - includes an update)
“The Battle Above” – a report on the US Air Force’s Space Command (AFSPC) and its task of launching
and protecting the satellites in space on which our daily life and national security have come to depend.
With no worldwide agreement regarding a code of conduct for space operations, the Chinese tested an anti-
satellite weapon two years ago. Now AFSPC, with billions of dollars from the Pentagon, is making new
satellites more maneuverable to evade attack and also more resistant to jamming. Includes interviews with:
General John Hyten, Commander, AFSPC; Colonel Bill Cooley, Director of Global Positioning Systems
(GPS) at the Space and Missile Systems Center; Lieutenant Colonel Todd Benson, Commander, 2nd Space
Operations Squadron; Lieutenant General Jay Raymond, Commander, Joint Functional Component
Command for Space; Brian Weeden, technical adviser to the Secure World Foundation; and Deborah Lee
James, Air Force Secretary. (C: David Martin – P: Andy Court) DOUBLE LENGTH SEGMENT (OAD:
04/26/15)

08/09/15 “War And Hunger” – a report from the borders of Jordan and Syria, where the United Nations, led by its
World Food Programme (WFP), has undertaken the task of feeding and caring for millions of refugees from
Syria’s civil war. Includes interviews with: Halima (through translator), refugee; Andrew Harper,
Representative of United Nations High Commissioner for Refugees (UNHCR) to Jordan; Ertharin Couisin,
executive director of WFP; and Matthew Hollingworth, director for the WFP in Syria.  (C: Scott Pelley – P:
Nicole Young, Katie Kerbstat) (OAD: 11/30/14 - includes an update)
“TED Talks” – a report on TED (Technology, Entertainment, Design) Talks, an online lecture series that
has become one of the Internet’s most popular and powerful platforms, utilizing the slogan, “Ideas Worth
Spreading”.  Includes interviews with the following people who have given TED talks: Bryan Stevenson,
attorney; Jill Bolte Taylor, neurobiologist; Amy Cuddy, psychology professor at Harvard University; and
Maysoon Zayid, comedian and cerebral palsy advocate. Also includes an interview with TED Curator, Chris
Anderson. (C: Charlie Rose – P: Henry Schuster, Rachael Morehouse) (OAD: 04/19/15)
“Back to the Wild” – a report on Damian Aspinall’s project to release once-captive gorillas back into the
wild, specifically into a forest in Gabon, West Africa. The multimillionaire of Kent, England runs a
conservation group, the Aspinall Foundation, and believes keeping animals locked up in a zoo is immoral.
After attempting this experiment for a year, and just one month after placing the gorillas into the wild, they
discovered five females and one child gorilla died, proving Aspinall’s critics correct: the wild is a not
necessarily a place where it is safe for domesticated animals to roam.  Includes interviews with: Damian
Aspinall and Tara Stoinski, president of the Dian Fossey Gorilla Fund. (C: Lesley Stahl – P: Shachar Bar-
On, Alexandra Poolos) (OAD: 03/15/15)
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60 MINUTES (continued)

08/16/15 “Lumber Liquidators” - an investigation that found Chinese-made laminate flooring sold in Lumber
Liquidators outlets across America contain toxic amounts of formaldehyde, a known cancer-causing
chemical, that may not meet health and safety standards. Includes interviews with: Denny Larson, executive
director of nonprofit group Global Community Monitor; Richard Drury, environmental attorney; Dr. Philip
Landrigan, pediatrician at Mount Sinai Hospital in New York; Tom Sullivan, founder and chairman of
Lumber Liquidators; and Whitney Tilson, Wall Street hedge fund manager. Also includes comments by
various unidentified mill workers in Changzhou, China. (C: Anderson Cooper – P: Katherine Davis, Sam
Hornblower) (OAD: 03/01/15 - includes an update)
“A Monumental Project” – a report on the progress the construction and development of the National
Museum of African-American History and Culture (NMAAHC) located on the National Mall in
Washington D.C. and scheduled to open in 2016. Eighty years ago, the idea of the museum was authorized
by Congress, but they failed to fund it. In 2003, President George W. Bush signed the law creating the
museum and Congress contributed $250 million. Smithsonian conservationists have been working for years
to restore artifacts resonating with slavery and the Civil Rights Movement. Includes interviews with: Lonnie
Bunch, founding director of NMAAHC; Paul Gardullo, NMAAHC lead curator; Mary Elliott, NMAAHC
curator; Nancy Bercaw, NMAAHC curator; Air Force Captain Matt Quy and his wife, Tina Quy; Ret.
Lieutenant Colonel Leo Gray; and Carlos Bustamante, NMAAHC project manager. Also includes
comments by NMAAHC curator Renee Anderson. (C: Scott Pelley – P: Nicole Young) (OAD: 05/17/15)
“The Unknown America” – an interview with famed deep sea explorer Robert Ballard as he works on his
next project, “The Unknown America”. Ballard, credited with discovering the wreck of the Titanic, is
currently exploring U.S. territorial waters with a keen interest in war wreckage. Aboard the Nautilus, a
state-of-the-art ship for deep sea exploration, Ballard is mapping the journey and working with the Okeanos
Explorer ship, operated by NOAA, the National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration. Also includes an
interview with Larry Mayer, director of the Center for Coastal and Ocean Mapping at the University of New
Hampshire.  (See also: “The Great Explorer”, OAD: 11/29/09) (C: Lara Logan – P: Max McClellan)
(OAD: 05/10/15 on a SPECIAL EDITION of “60 MINUTES”, 8:00 - 9:00p)

08/23/15 “A Crime Against Humanity” – a report on the August 2013 Sarin nerve gas attack on Syrian residents in
the suburbs of Damascus which U.S. authorities estimate killed over 1,400 civilians, including many
children. The rockets delivering the gas were types used by the Syrian army and launched from land held by
the dictatorship under Syrian President Bashar al-Assad. No one has been held responsible. Includes
interviews with: Kassem Eid, resident of Moadamiyah who shared video from the attack; Scott Cairns,
chemist and lead inspector for the Organization for the Prohibition of Chemical Weapons; and unidentified
eyewitnesses of the attack.  (See also: “Syria”, OAD: 09/15/13)  (C: Scott Pelley – P: Nicole Young, Katie
Kerbstat) (OAD: 04/19/15)
“Senator Tom Coburn” – an interview / profile of Republican Senator Tom Coburn of Oklahoma, known
as the “godfather of the Tea Party”. He announced earlier this year that he has prostate cancer and will be
ending his term two years early. Coburn discusses the unlikely friendship he and President Barack Obama
formed during their first year in the Senate together and how they have maintained it from different sides of
the aisle. Also includes interviews with: Stephen Spaulding, Policy Counsel at Common Cause; and Carolyn
Coburn, Tom Coburn’s wife. (C: Lesley Stahl – P: Ira Rosen, Habiba Nosheen) (OAD: 12/21/14 - includes
an update)
“Misty Copeland” – an interview / profile of Misty Copeland, a solo ballerina with American Ballet
Theatre (ABT), and one of ballet’s few African-American stars. Copeland overcame an underprivileged
childhood in Gardena, California and a potentially career-ending injury with six stress fractures in her tibia
to become one of the top classical dancers in the country. In 2014 the commercial she starred in for Under
Armour went viral, garnering almost eight million views online. Also includes interviews with: Cindy
Bradley, ballet instructor; and Kevin McKenzie, American Ballet Theatre director. (C: Bill Whitaker – P:
Patricia Shevlin) (OAD: 05/10/15 - includes an update)
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60 MINUTES (continued)

08/30/15 “The Spy Among Us” – an interview / profile of Jack Barsky, a former spy for the Soviet Union’s KGB,
assigned to the United States during the last years of the Cold War, with the aim of infiltrating President
Jimmy Carter’s White House. Barsky, born Albrecht Dittrich in East Germany, was recruited by a Russian
KGB agent. Failing at his original mission, he then worked at MetLife in IT, where he stole IBM source
code for the Soviets. He also led a double life, with a wife and son in Germany and a wife and daughter in
the United States. Recalled by the KGB in 1988, he made the decision to stay in the U.S. with his daughter.
He lied to the KGB by telling them that he was dying of AIDS. He had another child, a son, and settled
down with his family in Mount Bethel, Pennsylvania. The FBI started observing Barsky, and in May of
1997 had gathered enough evidence to question him. After the interrogation, the FBI concluded that his spy
days were over and that he would be most useful in supplying information as to how the KGB operated. He
now lives in upstate New York as director of software development for an undisclosed company that
manages New York’s high-voltage power grid. Also includes interviews with: Joe Reilly, former FBI agent;
and Chelsea (last name not disclosed), Barsky’s daughter. (C: Steve Kroft – P: Draggan Mihailovich)
DOUBLE LENGTH SEGMENT (OAD: 05/10/15)
“Li Na” – an interview / profile of the most successful Asian tennis player to date, Li Na of China. Li Na
won two Grand Slam singles titles at the 2011 French Open and 2014 Australian Open, sparking a growth in
the popularity of tennis in China and making her one of the most well-known athletes in the world. Revered
by the youth of China for both her talent and her defiance of the unforgiving Chinese sports system, Li Na --
after multiple surgeries on her knees -- decided to retire at the age of thirty-two. Includes interviews with: Li
Na (partly through translator); Jiang Shaan, aka Dennis, Li Na’s husband; and Zhang Bendou, Chinese
tennis writer. (C: Lesley Stahl – P: Andy Court, Aarthi Rajaraman, Sarah Fitzpatrick) (OAD: 01/25/15 -
includes an update)

48 HOURS

08/01/15 48 HOURS: “Murder in Pinyon Pines” (9:00 - 10:00p) - a report on the investigation into the triple
murders and the long quest for justice for Vicki Friedli, her boyfriend Jon Hayward, and Vicki’s daughter
Becky Friedli. In 2006, in Pinyon Pines, California, Friedli and her boyfriend where shot dead and their
house set on fire. Outside the home, investigators found the charred remains of Becky Friedli, in a
wheelbarrow. She was burned so badly, they could not determine how she died. Retired policeman Ron
Friedli, Vicki’s ex-husband and Becky’s father, had a theory about what happened: Becky was deathly
afraid of fire and he suspected she knew her killer. Police searched for clues but the case went cold. Years
later, Luis Bolanos, a private investigator and a former colleague of Ron’s, asked if he could get involved;
he said he could get the case back in the news. He did just that. Seven years after the murders, police
arrested Becky’s ex-boyfriend Robert Pape and his best friend Christian Smith and charged them with
murder. Their families say they are innocent. But an unexpected courtroom twist turned the case upside
down. The District Attorney said there was an “issue” in the grand jury proceedings against Pape, and
dropped the charges against them both. However, it may not be completely over; the investigation
continues. On-screen text graphic: A new DA was sworn in last week. He says he will review the case “with
an open mind”. Christian Smith has been honorably discharged from the Army. On-screen text graphic for
the 08/01/15 rebroadcast: A new DA was sworn in in January. He said he will review the case “with
an open mind.” Christin Smith has been honorably discharged from the Army. Interviewed: Tanya
Friedli, Drew Friedli, Ron Friedli (Becky’s sisters and father); Katie Hayward (Hayward’s daughter);
Daniela Zermeno (Becky’s cousin); Luis Bolanos (private investigator); Kathleen Pape and Christy Pape
(mother and sister of Robert Pape); John Conrad Smith (Smith’s father); Brandon Kugler-Harrison (friend
of Pape and Smith); Richard Blumenfeld (Pape attorney); Eduardo Roy (attorney for Becky’s friend Javier
Garcia Junior) (C: Troy Roberts - P: Lourdes Aguiar, Peter Shaw) (OAD: 01/17/15)
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48 HOURS (continued)

08/01/15 48 HOURS: “Fall From Grace” (10:00 – 11:00p) - an investigation into the October 2012 death of
Bethany Deaton -- whether her death was a suicide, the fundamentalist Christian religious group to which
she belonged, her marriage to the group’s leader, and the quest by her family for answers. Bethany Deaton
was a young wife and nurse, whose lifeless body was found in the backseat of a minivan, in Grandview,
Missouri -- a plastic bag over her head, a suicide note, and an empty pill bottle nearby. Deaton’s mother
believed it was not a suicide and that someone else had a hand in her daughter’s death; possibly someone
involved in the fundamentalist Christian religious group to which she belonged, and which some people
likened to a cult. While in college, and devoted to religion, Bethany was drawn to Tyler Deaton, the leader
of the group called “The Community”, which was associated with the International House of Prayer
(IHOP). Deaton told members what to wear, when to eat and even controlled their romantic relationships.
One member says the group had become a full-blown cult. Bethany eventually married Tyler, but the
marriage wasn’t perfect. There were questions about Tyler’s own sexuality; Bethany fell into a deep
depression. Police did not believe Bethany killed herself. After the Medical Examiner ruled it a suicide,
Micah Moore, another member of “The Community”, told police that he had killed Bethany, and was
subsequently charged with murder. The case was upended when he recanted his confession. Investigators
were unable to substantiate his confession and just weeks before the trial was to begin, charges were
dropped against Micah. Questions remained. Was Micah manipulated? Did Tyler have something to do
with it? Tyler is ready to admit he played a role in her death, but to what end? Did Bethany really commit
suicide, or was it murder, as her mother believes? On-screen text graphic: Tyler has filed a claim to
Bethany’s forty thousand dollar life insurance policy. He plans to pay back the Leidleins for the wedding.
On-screen text graphic for the 08/01/15 rebroadcast: Bethany’s parents are suing the DA for access
to the evidence in her case. Tyler has said he planned to pay back the Leidleins for the wedding. He
has not done so. Interviewed: Carol Leidlein (Bethany’s mother); Tyler Deaton (her husband); Boze
Herrington (friend of Tyler and Bethany); Teryn O’Brien (lifelong friend of Bethany’s); Penny Cole and
Ben Kenney (Jackson County Sheriff’s Detectives); Melanie Morgan (Micah Moore’s attorney); Eric
Leidlein (Bethany’s father). (C: Troy Roberts - P: Chris O’Connell, Lindsey Gutterman, Dena Goldstein)
(OAD: 02/21/15)

08/08/15 48 HOURS: “The Lost Daughter” (9:00 - 10:00p) - a report on the investigation into the 1989
disappearance of college student Tiffany Sessions, a case which at the time generated one of the largest
manhunts in the history of Florida -- and whether the Alachua County Sheriff’s office has solved the
mystery.  What is known is that Tiffany Sessions left her home for her daily walk and never returned. A
massive search was launched, driven in part by her father Pat Sessions, a marketing executive. It turned up
nothing. In 2013, Alachua County Sheriff Sadie Darnell charged Detective Kevin Allen with the cold case
investigation. Allen learned that three years after Sessions disappeared, Elizabeth Foster, another student,
was found murdered and buried less than a mile away from where Sessions lived. Paul Rowles, the man
convicted of killing Foster, denied having anything to with the Sessions case.  After his death in 2014,
police found a phone book among his belongings, which included enough cryptic references to Sessions to
name him a suspect in her disappearance and presumed murder.  The Alachua County Sheriff’s Office
excavated an area where Foster was found, hoping to find a clue to Sessions’ fate, but it produced no
results. The belief of both the family and the sheriff’s office is that Rowles murdered Sessions, even though
they have not found her remains. On-Screen text graphic: Tiffany Sessions would be 45 years old. On-
screen text graphic for the 08/08/15 rebroadcast: Tiffany Sessions would be 46 years old. Interviewed:
Pat Sessions (father); Hillary Sessions (mother); Jason Sessions (half-brother); Kathleen Frezza (Tiffany’s
roommate); Jim Eckert (lead investigator); Wayne Black (private investigator); Sadie Darnell (Alachua
County Sheriff); Kevin Allen (detective); Marshall Frank (retired detective); Dr. Michael Warren (forensic
anthropologist). (C: Tracy Smith - P: Chris Young Ritzen, Tamara Weitzman) (OAD: 06/02/14)
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48 HOURS (continued)

08/08/15 48 HOURS: “The Ultimatum” (10:00 – 11:00p) - a report on the investigation into the murder of Vanessa
Mintz, who was gunned down at the family-owned Saluda Mountain Lodge, in Saluda, North Carolina on
Saturday, February 19, 2011. Mintz, whose family had long-standing ties to the area, had married early in
life, divorced and raised two daughters, Jessica Freeman and Andrea Little Gray, as well as becoming a
respected businesswoman, realtor and mentor to young girls. Police investigation at the lodge found a
crucial piece of evidence only the killer could have left, but questions remained: did Mintz know her killer
or was it a random robbery that went bad? The investigation took the case in another direction when police
found out that her husband, Travis McGraw, was secretly dating Mary Beth Fisher. His cell phone records
revealed he was sending intimate text messages to Fisher. Fisher claims McGraw had told her he wasn’t
married, and the relationship, though intimate, was not sexual. Fisher found out the truth and gave him an
ultimatum -- make up your mind by Sunday. Mintz was shot dead on Saturday. Travis McGraw willingly
turned over his cache of guns to police. One of his guns matched the cartridge found at the scene and he was
arrested for murder. Mintz’s daughters emerged as powerful advocates for their mother, and prosecutors,
after consulting with them, offered a plea deal to McGraw: second-degree murder with a sentence of 16-20
years. He accepted, but at the last moment changed his mind about pleading guilty. Three years after the
murder the trial began. McGraw was found guilty of first-degree murder. On-screen text graphic: Mary Beth
Fisher and Vanessa’s daughter Andrea work at the same hospital. They occasionally cross each other’s
paths. Andrea and Jessica are creating a local family justice center and a trauma intervention program in
honor of their mother. On-screen text graphic for the 08/08/15 rebroadcast: To honor their mother,
Andrea and Jessica have established Vanessa’s Vision, a foundation supporting trauma intervention,
and a family justice center. Travis McGraw is serving his life sentence under protective custody in a
facility reserved for police and high profile prisoners. Interviewed: Carl Mintz (father); Jessica Freeman
and Andrea Little Gray (Mintz’s daughters); Willie McGraw (father of Travis McGraw); Marcia Blythe
Cunningham (Mintz’s friend); Heather Waldbart (mentoring student); Steve Modlin (Chief Investigator);
Alex Bass (Prosecutor); Mary Beth Fisher (McGraw’s girlfriend); Shane Greene (State Bureau of
Investigation)  (C: Peter Van Sant - P: Alec Sirken, Elena DiFiore, Michelle Feuer) (OAD: 01/10/15)

08/15/15 48 HOURS: “A Daughter, a Mortgage and Two Murders” - a follow-up to “The Mortgage and the
Murder” (OAD: 11/22/08), a report on the investigation into the murders of Greg and Bernadette
Ohlemacher in 2005. The Albuquerque, New Mexico couple had been shot dead in their home. Police
immediately suspected their daughter, Renee, was involved. Family members also believed she knew more
than she was telling and she was after the $1 million insurance policy. The investigation stalled. In 2006,
mortgage loan processor Ron Santiago turned himself in to the Secret Service for a crime unrelated to the
murders. Investigation led to a connection between Santiago and the Ohlemachers. A search of his home led
to shell casings that matched those found at the Ohlemacher crime scene. Eight years of legal wrangling
followed. Before the trial, the District Attorney’s office asked Renee to take a polygraph test; results were
inconclusive. The test would haunt prosecutors at trial when the jury was allowed to hear the results when
she testified. Santiago was found not guilty. Family members still believe both Ron Santiago and Renee
Olchmacher were involved in the crime. On-screen text graphic: Renee is working as a dog walker. The
family dog “Sammy Jo,” passed away a year after the murders. Ron Santiago lives in Albuquerque with his
parents and is looking for a job. On-screen text graphic for the 08/15/15 follow-up: Albuquerque police
say the case is now closed. They have no other leads or suspects. Renee is working for a dog walking
business. The family dog, “Sammy Jo,” passed away a year after the murders. Ron Santiago lives in
Albuquerque with his parents and is looking for a job. Interviewed: Renee Ohlemacher; Jessica
Montoya and Antoinette Curran (Ohlemacher’s aunts) and her grandmother Dora; former Albuquerque
Police spokesman John Walsh; Randy Ohlemacher (Greg’s brother); Catherine Howard (mortgage client);
Brian Nguyen (Secret Service agent); Joseph Riggs (defense attorney); Kari Brandenburg (District
Attorney); and Cheryl Johnston (prosecutor) (C: Erin Moriarty - P: Paul LaRosa, Allen Alter) (OAD:
05/17/14)
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48 HOURS (continued)

08/22/15 48 HOURS: “Love, Hate & Obsession” (9:00 - 10:00p) – an updated rebroadcast on the investigation
into the 2011 murder of one-time millionaire Lanny Horowitz, who was shot nine times while taking a
shower in the bathroom of his upscale Jupiter, Florida home. Only three people were in the home at the
time: Lanny Horowitz, his ex-wife Donna Horowitz, whom he had divorced twice, but had reconciled with,
and his son, Radley, who also resided there. Both had strained relationships with Lanny. The investigation
led investigators to the knowledge that theirs was a deeply troubled family. Both Radley, a former gun
dealer, who also served a stint in prison, and his mother Donna, who was bothered by her ex-husband’s
close relationship with female business partner Francine Tice, were considered suspects. Eventually, Donna
was arrested and charged with first-degree murder. At the trial, the defense ultimately blamed her son,
Radley. The jury made a quick decision: Donna was guilty. Radley Horowitz has mixed feelings about her
defense, but forgives her. On-screen text graphic: Lanny Horowitz had a $500,000 life insurance policy. He
left $200,000 to Francine Tice. Radley sued Francine for her share of the insurance payout. Francine settled
for $90,000. As part of the settlement, both have agreed never to speak badly about each other publicly.
EPILOGUE: Two years after her conviction, Donna Horowitz won her appeal for a new trial. The
appellate judges said the prosecutor had made a mistake in her closing arguments. However, the final
decision as to whether or not Donna Horowitz gets a new trial now rests with the Florida Supreme
Court. On-screen text graphic for the 12/13/14 original broadcast; the 06/28/14 rebroadcast; and the
updated 08/22/15 rebroadcast: Lanny Horowitz had a $500,000 life insurance policy. He left $200,000
to Francine Tice. Radley sued Francine for her share of the insurance payout. Francine settled for
$90,000. As part of the settlement, Francine Tice and Radley Horowitz have agreed never to speak
badly about each other publicly. Interviewed: Horowitz’ son, Radley Horowitz; his brother, Barry
Horowitz, his sister Sheila Goldberg;; Jupiter, Florida Police Department detective Eric Frank; Assistant
State Attorneys Aleathea McRoberts and Lauren Godden; CSI investigator Tracie McClendon; defense
attorney Grey Tesh. (C: Peter Van Sant - P: Sara Ely Hulse, Michelle Feuer) (OAD: 12/14/13; 1st

Rebroadcast: 06/28/14)

08/22/15 48 HOURS: “Decades of Deceit” (10:00 – 11:00p) - a report on the investigation into the 1989 murder of
16-year-old Amy Weidner, a young mother who was beaten, sexually assaulted and killed in the bedroom of
her Indianapolis, Indiana home while she and Emily, her 2-year-old daughter, were home alone. Even
though there was a bloody handprint on the bedroom wall, none of the leads led to an arrest and the case
grew cold. In 2011, in response to a newspaper article about the case, the Indianapolis Metropolitan Police
Cold Case Unit called upon Detective Sgt. William Carter, a nuisance abatement officer, to help them to
print pages from the “Remembering Amy Weidner” Facebook page. Carter became obsessed with the case,
and on his own time, found a lead others had missed.  After 24 years, this led to the eventual arrest of
someone the family was familiar with: Rodney Denk. In 2012, Denk accepted a plea bargain and pled guilty
to the murder and rape of Amy Weidner during a robbery gone bad. On-screen text graphic for 04/19/14
original broadcast and 08/22/15 rebroadcast: In January 2014, Bill Carter received the Indianapolis
Police Department Award of Merit. Carter was offered the opportunity to join the homicide unit. He has
decided to remain a nuisance abatement officer. On his own time, he is looking into another cold case of a
murdered nineteen-year-old woman. Interviewed: Emily Weidner (daughter); Gloria Weidner (mother);
Cassie Gardner (sister); Taunya Strauss (sister); John-Paul Weidner (brother); Jody George, (Weidner’s
teacher); Amy Somers, Angie Moore, and Joy Haney (Weidner’s friends); Captain Jack Geilker, (former
Indianapolis Police Department member, now with the Marion County Sheriff’s Office); Lt. Roger
Spurgeon (Indianapolis Metropolitan Police Department Cold Case Unit); Detective Sgt. William Carter;
and Bruce Kuegel (Kentucky Commonwealth Attorney)  (C: Troy Roberts - P: Ruth Chenetz)



Attachment C

Talk of the Town Issues Report
3rd Quarter 2015

HEALTH
Date Length Guest Description
7/7/15 4:00 Dr, Catherine Dundon Pediatrician took viewer phone calls about children’s health issues.

7/10/15 4:00 Dr. Denise Buntin Dermatologist answered viewer’s questions on summer skin care.

7/13/15 4:00 Gerrell Webb Fitness expert spoke about the benefits of high intensity training.

7/21/15 4:00 Jenny Beth Kroplin Registered dietician prepared healthy recipes using peaches.

7/31/15 3:00 Lisa Lyn Health expert talked about losing pounds without missing the flavor.

8/4/15 3:15 St. Thomas Health Doctor spoke about the importance of early detection in cancer survival.

8/25/15 4:00 Jenny Beth Kroplin Registered dietician prepared healthy tailgating recipes.

9/15/15 4:00 Tracy Noerper Registered dietician talked about healthy dessert options.

9/30/15 4:00 Dr. Katie Rodan Dermatologist provided at home skin care health tips.

FAMILY & MORALS
Date Length Guest Description
7/21/15 4:00 Judge Muriel Robinson Family court judge answered call-in questions on legal issues.

7/28/15 4:00 Maxcia Lizarraga Clinical therapist discussed 4 secrets to saving your marriage.

8/5/15 4:30 Mike & Hayley Jones Authors talked about their journey in adopting eight siblings

8/14/15 4:00 Amy McCready Parenting expert poke about curing the kids entitlement epidemic.

8/18/15 4:00 Judge Muriel Robinson Family court judge answered call-in questions on legal issues.

8/28/15 4:00 Whitney Hall Discussed how busy families can keep themselves organized.

9/15/15 4:00 Judge Muriel Robinson Family court judge answered call-in questions on legal issues.

CONSUMER/FINANCE
Date Length Guest Description
7/8/15 3:45 Chris Hogan Financial expert spoke about how to set a budget you can stick to.

7/20/15 3:00 Dr. Craig Prior Veterinarian spoke about Alzheimer’s Disease in cats and dogs.

8/10/15 3:00 Dr. Craig Prior Veterinarian took viewer phone calls regarding pet health.

8/11/15 3:30 Hank Parrott Financial advisor gave “smart” money tips.

9/21/15 3:00 Dr. Craig Prior Veterinarian spoke about parasites and tick-borne diseases.

9/24/15 3:00 Mary Hance “Ms. Cheap” spoke about saving money at garage sales.

9/28/15 4:00 Chris Hogan Financial expert spoke about money myths and truths

COMMUNITY
Date Length Guest Description

9/9/15 4:00 Phil Vassar Singer-songwriter previewed a benefit for Vanderbilt Children’s Hospital

9/11/15 4:00 Brian Williams Spoke about the need for volunteers for Hands on Nashville Day.



Attachment D

WTVF Public Service Announcements
July 1, 2015-September 30, 2015

During 3rd Quarter 2015, WTVF aired PSAs providing information on a variety of
activities and issues. Representative examples of such PSAs include the following:

AARP – Caregiving for Elderly Parent 6327 (7 times)

Autism Speaks (6 times) 6334 6349

Department of Health & Human Services – Foster Care (10 times) 6287 & 6313

Fatherhood.gov (12 times) 6295 and 6348

Feeding America (5 times) 6345

FCC Children’s Television Public File (22 times) 6207

Firearms Storage Safety 6332 and 6339 (7 Times)

Leukemia & Lymphoma Society (9 times) 6302

Organ Donation – donatelife.net (30 times) 6000, 6001 and 6002

Stop Bullying – The Bully Project (11 times) 6341 and 6330

Tennessee Department of Tourism (18 times) 6299

Tennessee Association of Broadcasters – Before You Dig (18 Times) 6269

Tennessee Association of Broadcasters – Operation Lifesaver (27 Times) 6009

Tennessee National Guard – Fire (19 Times) 6268



Attachment E

WTVF Issues Report
NewsChannel 5 Plus Programming

Inside Politics with Pat Nolan
Friday: 7:00 PM & 1:30 AM
Saturday:  5 AM, 3 PM. 5:30 PM and 1:30 AM
Sunday: 5 AM
“Inside Politics” is Middle Tennessee's best source for an insider’s view of state and local politics.  The show is
hosted by NewsChannel 5's former veteran political reporter Pat Nolan.  Every week, Pat sits down with the big
newsmakers, including candidates for local office, to get the inside scoop on decisions that affect everyone.

Issues of Faith with Ben Hall
Monday: 4:30 AM, 9:30 AM and 1 PM
Tuesdays: 1:30 PM, 5 PM and 6 PM
Thursday:
Friday: 5 PM
Saturday: 3:30 PM & 11:30 PM
Sunday: 7 AM
“Issues of Faith” takes an in-depth look at the role of religion and faith in our world today. It is a roundtable
discussion, hosted by Ben Hall, about various topics and will include religious leaders from all faiths and
denominations.

Morning Line with Nick Beres
Monday-Thursday 8-9 AM
Monday-Thursday 3-4 PM
“Morning Line” is the best way to start your day in Nashville.  NewsChannel 5 reporter Nick Beres gets an in-depth
look at what’s going on in the news from the people who are in the news.

Open Line
Monday-Thursday: 7-8 PM
Each episode replays three more times during the week at in various time slots.
“Open Line”, hosted by NewsChannel 5 reporter Ben Hall, is a live, call-in show that features the area’s biggest
newsmakers discussing topics of local interest. Open Line gives viewers the opportunity to voice their opinions and
even ask a question of everyone from the Mayor to the police chief.

Out & About Today
Friday: 10 PM and 2 AM
Saturday: 9:30 PM and 2 AM
Sunday: 10 PM
“Out & About Today” features news, entertainment and business segments geared toward a gay and lesbian
audience. The show is hosted by members of the Nashville GLBT community; Brent Meredith, Chuck Long and
Pam Wheeler. Out & About Today is a cooperative effort between NewsChannel 5+ and Out & About Newspaper.
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WTVF Issues Report
NewsChannel 5+ Programming

Out of the Blue
Sunday 3:30-4 PM
“Out of the Blue” is a newsmagazine program highlighting the events, activities, insights, and accomplishments of
the Middle Tennessee State University community. Viewers can tune in to learn more about the faculty and
outstanding students of the largest public university in Middle Tennessee.

The Plus Side of Nashville
Monday: 5:30 AM, 11:30 AM, 2:30 PM, 9:30 PM and 11 PM
Tuesdays: 1 PM
Wednesday: 5:30 AM, 1 PM, 5 PM and 11:30 PM
Thursday: 9:30 AM, 6 PM and 11:30 PM
Friday 6 PM
Saturday: 4 AM, 7:30 AM, 2 PM and 8 PM
Sunday: 4 AM and 6 AM
Tuwanda Coleman, reporter for Talk of the Town, hosts this public affairs program focuses on everything from the
works of non-profit organizations to upcoming events in the world of arts. “The Plus Side” is the best place to find
out about the good things happening in Middle Tennessee.

Que Pasa Nashville?
Monday: 2 PM
Thursday: 5:30 AM, 5 PM and 10 PM
Friday: 1:30 PM
Saturday: 4 PM
Sunday: 8:30 AM, 4:30 PM and 9:30 PM
“Que Pasa Nashville” is a half-hour program that examines the opportunities and challenges facing the growing
Hispanic community in Middle Tennessee. Latino leaders estimate more than 100,000 Hispanics now call Middle
Tennessee home, and they expect that number to grow. ¿Que Pasa? is hosted by Cristina Allen, a well-respected
and long-time member of Nashville's Hispanic community.

Retirement Report
Fridays: 8-9 AM and 3-4 PM
Saturdays: 1-2 PM
Sunday: 10:30-11:30 AM and 5-6 PM
“Retirement Report” is a show for anyone who plans to retire – either now or in the future. The show is hosted by
Hank Parrott, a certified financial planner and retirement expert.

Score on Business
Mondays: 5 AM, 1:30 PM, 5 PM and 11:30 PM
Tuesday: 11 PM
Fridays: 5:30 AM, 1 PM, 7:30 PM and 11 PM
Saturdays: 12 midnight
Sundays: 7:30 PM
“Score on Business” provides information and tips to help viewers start and run their own successful business. The

show is hosted by Michael Fekkes and features a panel of SCORE counselors.
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WTVF Issues Report
NewsChannel 5+ Programming

Score on Business
Mondays: 5 AM, 1:30 PM, 5 PM and 11:30 PM
Tuesday: 11 PM
Fridays: 5:30 AM, 1 PM, 7:30 PM and 11 PM
Saturdays: 12:30 PM, 7:30 PM and 12 midnight
Sundays: 7:30 PM
“Score on Business” provides information and tips to help viewers start and run their own successful business. The

show is hosted by Michael Fekkes and features a panel of SCORE counselors.

Sports Line
Monday-Wednesday: 8-9 PM
Tuesday-Thursday: 2-3 PM
Tuesday-Friday: 4:30-5:30 AM
Nobody likes to talk sports more than NewsChannel 5's Steve Layman and Jon Burton. High school, college and
now professional sports are a big part of Nashville. Steve and Jon’s guests represent the wide range of Middle
Tennessee sports. One night it may be a Tennessee Titan on the set, the next, a Nashville Predator, or perhaps a
rising high school football star. Viewers are invited to call in with their comments and questions.

Urban Outlook: A Forum for African American Issues
Monday: 11:00 AM & 6 PM
Thursday: 12:30 PM and 10:30 PM
Saturday: 4:30 AM, 8:30 PM and 2:30 AM
Sunday: 4:30 AM, 7:30 AM, and 4 PM
“Urban Outlook” focuses on issues impacting African Americans within their families, community, schools and
workplace. It is hosted by former NewsChannel 5 reporter April Eaton.

Women of Power
Saturdays: 5:30 AM
“Women of Power” will showcase women in all sectors from entrepreneurs to corporate business leaders; from
sports stars to entertainers; from political leaders to educators. The mission of the program is to inspire, uplift and
motivate women. Each episode will feature four segments: The Power Suite, Lifestyle News, Wealth Building and
Health & Wellness. The show is hosted by veteran journalist Caroline Clarke.

Words & Music
Tuesdays: 5:30 AM, 9:30 AM, and 11:30 PM
Wednesdays: 9:30 AM, 12:30 PM, and 6 PM
Friday: 11:30 PM & 3 AM
Saturday: 4:30 PM and 3 AM
Sunday: 9 AM, 7 PM and 12:30 AM
“Words & Music: The Showcase for Nashville’s Songwriters” gives viewers the chance to learn how some of
Nashville's greatest songs were created and hear the stories behind the music. Veteran entertainment reporter
Harry Chapman sits down with successful songwriters who share their music as well as insights for aspiring writers.
Words & Music is produced in conjunction with the Nashville Songwriters Association International.



Printed 9/29/2015 NewsChannel 5+ Program Schedule

MON TUE WED THU FRI SAT SUN
4:00A Taste of the Town Talk of the Town Talk of the Town Talk of the Town Talk of the Town Plus Side Nashville Plus Side Nashville 4:00A
4:30A Issues of Faith Sports Line Sports Line Sports Line Sports Line Urban Outlook Urban Outlook 4:30A
5:00A Score on Business Inside Politics Inside Politics 5:00A
5:30A Plus Side Nashville Words & Music Plus Side Nashville Que Pasa Nashville Score on Business Women of Power Fishin Affliction 5:30A
6:00A Openline Openline Openline Openline Openline Todays Homeowner Plus Side Nashville 6:00A
6:30A P. Allen Smith Taste of the Town 6:30A
7:00A NC5 This Morning NC5 This Morning NC5 This Morning NC5 This Morning NC5 This Morning Lifestyle Denise Issues of Faith 7:00A
7:30A (LIVE) (LIVE) (LIVE) (LIVE) (LIVE) Plus Side Nashville Urban Outlook 7:30A
8:00A MorningLine MorningLine MorningLine MorningLine Retirement CBS Ring of Faith 8:00A
8:30A with Nick Beres with Nick Beres with Nick Beres with Nick Beres Report (LIVE) Saturday Que Pasa Nashville 8:30A
9:00A Talk of the Town Talk of the Town Talk of the Town Talk of the Town Talk of the Town This Morning Words & Music 9:00A
9:30A Issues of Faith Words & Music Words & Music Plus Side Nashville Taste of the Town (Live) Face 9:30A

10:00A NC5 at 7am NC5 at 7am NC5 at 7am NC5 at 7am NC5 at 7am NewsChannel 5 The Nation 10:00A
10:30A Encore Encore Encore Encore Encore This Morning Retirement 10:30A
11:00A Urban Outlook Openline Openline Openline Openline 6:00-8:00 am Report 11:00A
11:30A Plus Side Nashville Encore NC5 This Morning 11:30A
12:00N Talk of the Town Talk of the Town Talk of the Town Talk of the Town Talk of the Town Union Wrestling 6-7am Encore 12:00N
12:30P Taste of the Town Lifestyle Denise Words & Music Urban Outlook Taste of the Town Latin America Animal Atlas (E/I 13-16)12:30P

1:00P Issues of Faith Plus Side Nashville Plus Side Nashville Union Wrestling Score on Business Retirement Animal Atlas (E/I 13-16) 1:00P
1:30P Score on Business Issues of Faith Talk of the Town Latin America Que Pasa Nashville Report Zoo Clues (E/I 13-16)) 1:30P
2:00P Que Pasa Nashville Sports Line Sports Line Sports Line Southern Woods Plus Side Nashville Zoo Clues (E/I 13-16) 2:00P
2:30P Plus Side Nashville & Water Taste of the TownOn The Spot (E/I 13-16) 2:30P
3:00P MorningLine MorningLine MorningLine MorningLine Retirement Inside Politics On The Spot (E/I 13-16) 3:00P
3:30P with Nick Beres with Nick Beres with Nick Beres with Nick Beres Report Issues of Faith Out of the Blue 3:30P
4:00P Talk of the Town Talk of the Town Talk of the Town Talk of the Town Talk of the Town Que Pasa Nashville Urban Outlook 4:00P
4:30P NC5 at 4 PM Encore NC5 at 4 PM Encore NC5 at 4 PM Encore NC5 at 4 PM Encore NC5 at 4 PM Encore Words & Music Que Pasa Nashville 4:30P
5:00P Score on Business Issues of Faith Plus Side Nashville Que Pasa Nashville Issues of Faith Fishin Affliction Retirement 5:00P
5:30P NC5 at 5 PM Encore NC5 at 5 PM Encore NC5 at 5 PM Encore NC5 at 5 PM Encore NC5 at 5 PM Encore Inside Politics Report 5:30P
6:00P Urban Outlook Issues of Faith Words & Music Plus Side Nashville Plus Side Nashville Openline Openline 6:00P
6:30P Supreme Justice Supreme Justice Supreme Justice Supreme Justice Supreme Justice 6:30P
7:00P Openline Openline Openline OpenLine Inside Politics Union Wrestling Words & Music 7:00P
7:30P Score on Business Latin America Score on Business 7:30P
8:00P Sportsline Sportsline Sportsline Southern Woods Union Wrestling Plus Side Nashville Southern Woods 8:00P
8:30P  (LIVE)  (LIVE)  (LIVE) & Water Latin America Urban Outlook & Water 8:30P
9:00P Lifestyle Denise NC5 at 6 NC5 at 6 NC5 at 6 NC5 at 6 NC5 at 6 Encore Fishin Affliction 9:00P
9:30P Plus Side Nashville Encore Encore Encore Encore Out & About Que Pasa Nashville 9:30P

10:00P Openline Openline Openline Que Pasa Nashville Out & About Openline Out & About 10:00P
10:30P Urban Outlook Taste of the Town Taste of the Town 10:30P
11:00P Plus Side Nashville Score on Business Talk of the Town Talk of the Town Score on Business Fishin Affliction Openline 11:00P
11:30P Score on Business Words & Music Plus Side Nashville Plus Side Nashville Words & Music Issues of Faith 11:30P
12:00A Kia Paid Program Kia Paid Program Kia Paid Program Kia Paid Program Kia Paid Program Score on Business Kia Paid Program 12:00A
12:30A Talk of the Town Talk of the Town Talk of the Town Talk of the Town Talk of the Town Touching the World Words & Music 12:30A

1:00A NC5 at 10 Encore NC5 at 10 Encore NC5 at 10 Encore NC5 at 10 Encore Taste of the Town Taste of the Town NC5 at 10 Encore 1:00A
1:30A CBS News CBS News CBS News CBS News Inside Politics Inside Politics CBS News 1:30A
2:00A Up to Up to Up to Up to Out & About Out & About Up to 2:00A
2:30A the Minute the Minute the Minute the Minute Talk of the Town Urban Outlook the Minute 2:30A
3:00A (LIVE) (LIVE) (LIVE) (LIVE) Words & Music Words & Music (LIVE) 3:00A
3:30A CBS News (Live) CBS News (Live) CBS News (Live) CBS News (Live) Taste of the Town Taste of the Town CBS News (Live) 3:30A
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The following features in this workbook are not supported by earlier versions of
Excel. These features may be lost or degraded when opening this workbook in
an earlier version of Excel or if you save this workbook in an earlier file format.

Minor loss of fidelity # of occurrences

Some cells or styles in this workbook contain formatting that is not supported by
the selected file format. These formats will be converted to the closest format
available.
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